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Another year has passed, and Methodist Ladies’ College is still
greatly expanding in all directions. It is now becoming one of the
largest and most progressive colleges in Western Australia. A
school which started with only fifty-seven pupils in 1907, has now
well over five hundred students attending it daily.
Education in the college is becoming more efficient every year
and the school is aiming for higher and higher standards in all
fields of work and sport. The motto “Per ardua Ad Alta” — Strive
for the Highest — is becoming more truly mirrored in the school’s
life as the years progress.
The gymnasium or recreation hall, opened at the end of last
year, is now being widely used for assemblies, gymnastic displays,
college dances, concerts and various indoor sports.
Once again we are witnessing the extension of the school build
ing with three new rooms being joined to the new wing. It is
intended that these rooms should be ready for inspection and use at
the beginning of 1961.
The whole school would like to join with me in saying how
much we appreciated Dr. and Mrs. Rossiter’s stay with us, and are
deeply grateful to them for helping us during Mr. Shepherd’s
absence. We are all very happy to have our Principal and Mrs.
Shepherd in the school again, and to hear how much they enjoyed
their tour around the world.
Members of the school would like to express their sincere
thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Lamont, who so generously gave our college
donations towards the sports equipment.
We, the girls of sixth form, leave behind us a firm and upstand
ing tradition, which we found and now leave intact to the girls of
future years, who will be proud to have the honour of ensuring that
the spirit of the college motto is maintained.
ROSALIE HART
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VALETE
MAXINE BARRET—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Troy, Basketball 1958.
HELEN BECK—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome.
NORMA BEDELLS-—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Athens, Prefect,
Vice-Captain of Athens.
ANN BUCKLAND—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Troy.
SANDRA CHANCE—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome, Asst. Prefect.
JANET CHERRY—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy.
MARGARET CUTHBERTSON—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome,
Prefect, Captain of Rome, Softball 1958, Swimming 1958’
Athletics 1958.
HAZEL DAVEY—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy, Prefect, ViceCaptain of Troy, Hockey 1958-59, Softball 1958-59.
HELEN DON—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy, Prefect, Captain of
School, Captain of Troy, Basketball 1956-7 and 59, Hockey 1958
Softball 1957-59, Tennis 1957-58.
LYNETTE ERICKSON—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta.
SHIRLEY GALLAHAWK—Junior 1957, Rome.
JOANNE GORDON—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta, “Collegian”
Committee (Editor.)
VALERIE GRANT-SMITH—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta,
Prefect, Senior Day Prefect, Captain of Sparta.
MARGARET GROOM—1958-59, Troy, “Collegian” Committee.
MARGARET HASTING—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Rome.
GLENYS HERBERT—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Rome.
SUSAN JARVIS—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta, Asst. Prefect
JEGALUCKSHUMY JEGASOTHY—1959, Sparta
MARGARET JOLLY—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome, Asst. Pre
fect, Vice Captain of Rome, Swimming 1958-59.
MARIAN JONES—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome, Asst. Prefect
JUDITH KERSHAW—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Troy, “Collegian”
Committee.
GLENISE KIDDIE—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Rome, “Collegian”
Committee.
LIEW SOW CHENG—1959, Athens.
VIVIENNE MACAULAY—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Athens, Pre
fect, Swimming 1957-59, Athletics 1958-59.
LEFKI MATHEWS—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta, Asst. Pre
fect, Basketball 1958-59, Softball 1958, Tennis 1958-59.
HILDA MORCOMBE—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta, Asst. Pre
fect, Hockey 1958-59.
JUDITH NIVEN—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome, Asst. Prefect
JUDITH PARRY—Junior 1957, Troy.
KAY PATRONI—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Athens, Asst. Prefect
VASANTHA PILLAY—1958-59.
HEATHER SCANLON—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy, “Col
legian” Committee.
KAMALADEVI SELVANAYAGAM—1959.
LYNETTE SIMPSON—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Athens, Basketball
1959.
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FAY SIRL—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Athens.
JANETTE SMART—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Sparta, Asst. Pre
fect, Vice Captain of Sparta, Hockey 1959.
WENDY STEVENSON—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Troy, “Collegian”
Committee.
BETHANY STOKES—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome, Prefect.
LYNNE SULLIVAN—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy.
JENNIFER TAYLOR—Junior 1957, Athens.
HELEN TELFER—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Athens, Hockey 1959.
MARY URQUHART—Junior 1957, Leaving 1958, Sparta, Dux of
School 1959, Softball 1958.
HELEN WAKELAM—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy, Prefect,
Softball 1957.
JUDITH WALKER—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Rome, Prefect
JUDITH WEST—Junior 1957, Leaving 1959, Troy 1955-58, Captain
of Athens 1959, Prefect, Senior Day Prefect, Hockey 1957-59,
Softball 1957 and 59, Tennis 1957-59.
WENDY WRIGHT—1958-59, Leaving 1959, Troy, Prefect, Basket
ball 1958-59.
SUB-LEAVING

Margaret Anderson
Peta Angel
Diana Carew-Reid
Wendy Carr

Kerry Doust
Lynette Gray
Pamela Harris
Kaye McPharlin

OTHER GIRLS WHO LEFT IN 1958

Wendy Angel
Fiona Bathgate
Penelope Britten
Judith Broad
Jill Campbell
Pippin Carew-Reid
Shirley Chester
Catherine Coker
Irene Crawford
Lynn Day
Meredith Day
Merle Flavel
Shirley Gamble
Heather Goodwin
Delyse Haslam
Lesley Hebiton
Brooke Hinchcliflie
Maxine Hortin
Alma Howson
Ann Hubbard
Janice Jolly

Marlene Jones
Helen Laing
Janice Lummis
Alexia Marshall
Grace McAlpine
Leonie McCormick
Robin McKee
Jeanette McLean
Kaye Nicholas
Nancy Pearse
Pamela Prowse
Helen Rayner
Ann Richardson
Mary Shewell
Roberta Spicer
Marlene Stokes
Pamela Taylor
Janet Ward
Gillian Watts
Glenys Williams
Lynette Whisson
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February
9—School resumes.
12—Annual Meeting P. & F. Association.
15—O.G.A. Annual Meeting.
26—Swimming Carnival.
Boarders’ Weekend.
29—Boarders’ Return.
March
3—Mr. A. Watson, Travelling Secretary A.S.C.M., to address
Senior pupils.
5— Boarders’ film.
6— Junior Choir to sing for Bible Society Demonstration.
14— House matches: Softball (Senior) and Tennis (Junior).
Athens v. Rome.
Sparta v. Troy.
15— 1st Year classes to attend Orchestral Concert.
17—Sport v. P.L.C. (Home).
21—Sparta v. Rome; Athens v. Troy.
24— Sport v. P.L.C. (Away).
25— Boarders’ Weekend.
28—Troy v. Rome; Athens v. Sparta.
31—Sport v. St. Hilda’s (Home).
April
2—O.G.A. Sports Day.
Boarders’ Film.
7—Sport v. St. Mary’s (Away).
10—Boarders’ Service at Claremont Methodist Church.
13— Easter Communion Service in Library at 8 a.m.
14— School breaks up.
Sport v. South Perth M.L.C. (Home).
19—School resumes.
22— Junior and Leaving Examinations (1st Term).
23— Boarders’ Film.
25—Anzac Day Parade at Scotch College.
May
1—Commonwealth Youth Sunday.
5—Term ends at 12.30 p.m.
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TERM II

24—School resumes.
June
1_p & p. Assn. — Welcome to Parents of New Girls.

9—Sport v. St. Hilda’s (Away).
10— Debate v. St. Mary’s.
11— Boarders’ Film.
12— University Sunday.
13— Sport: Athens v. Rome.
14— Final House Debate: Sparta v. Athens.
16— Sport v. South Perth M.L.C. (Home).
17— Junior Forms’ Dance.
Boarders’ Weekend to 8.45 Monday morning.
18— Prefects’ Dance.
20—Sport: Sparta v. Troy.
21_Half-yearly Examinations in 1st, 2nd and 5th r orms.
23— Sport v. St. Mary’s (Home).

24— Bursars’ Weekend Camp at Point Peron.
Debate v. Modern School.
25— Boarders’ Films.
27—Sport: Rome v. Sparta.

30—Sport v. P.L.C. (Away).
July

4—Sport: Troy v. Athens.
7—Sport v. Perth College (Home).
8—Boarders’ Weekend to 8.45 Tuesday morning.
O.G.A. Younger Set Dance.
9—Debate v. John Curtin High School.
11—Mid-Term Holiday.
14— Sport v. St. Hilda’s (Home).
15— School Play.
Debate v. Christian Brothers’ College, Perth.
16— School Play.
18—Sport: Rome v. Troy.
21— Sport v. South Perth M.L.C. (Away).
22— Schools’ Modern Languages Evening.
23— Boarders’ Films.
25—Sport: Athens v. Sparta.
28— Sport v. St. Mary’s (Away).
29— Boarders’ Weekend.
August

1—Junior and Leaving Trial Examinations.
4—Sport v. P.L.C. (Home).
6—Boarders’ Films.
8—Junior School Examinations.
11—Sport v. Perth College (Away).
12—Music Festival: Finals.
14_Boarders’ Service at Claremont Methodist Church.
18—Term ends at 12.30 p.m.
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September
13— School resumes.
14— P. & F. Fashion Parade at 8 p.m.
23, 24, 25—Fellowship Camp at Palm Beach.
30—Primary School Sports.
October
1— Annual Sports Day.
Boarders’ Films.
5—Show Holiday.
7— O.G.A. Dinner.
Boarders’ Weekend.
8— Alliance Francaise Examinations.
Boarders’ Dance.
10—Senior House Tennis.
O.G.A. Fashion Parade at 8 p.m.
13— Inter-School Softball v. St. Hilda’s.
14— Senior House Tennis.
15— Boarders’ Film.
17— Senior House Tennis.
18— Choir to sing at Overseas Mission Meeting.
20— Softball v. M.L.C., South Perth.
23—College Service, Perth Wesley.
25—Gymnastic Trials—Heather Lamont Trophies, p.m.
Music Practical Examinations.
27—Softball v. St. Mary’s.
27, 28—Langsford House Operetta.
29—Gymnastic Display, 8 p.m.
November
2— Music Practical Examinations.
3— Softball v. P.L.C.
4— Boarders’ Weekend.
4, 5—State Gymnastic Championships.
9— Music Practical Examinations.
10—Softball v. Perth College.
19— Boarders’ Film.
21— Leaving and Junior and Senior School Examinations.
23—Junior School Examinations.
December
2—Boarders’ Short Weekend.
4—Carol Service.
6 Langsford House Break-up, 3 p.m.
Senior School Speech Night, 8 p.m.
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LEAVING RESULTS - 1959
Maxine Barrett—English, History, Geography, Economics (D), Maths
A, Maths B, Biology.
Helen Beck—English, French, German, History, Geography, Maths
A, Biology.
.
Norma Bedells—English, Economics, Maths B, Biology, Physiology
and Hygiene, Music.
Ann Buckland—English, French, History, Maths A, Chemistry,
Biology.
Sandra Chance—English, History (D), Geography, Biology, Physi
ology and Hygiene.
Janet Cherry—English, Biology, Physiology and Hygiene, Music.
Margaret Cuthbertson—English, History, Economics, Maths A,
Biology, Physiology and Hygiene.
Hazel Davey—English, Geography, Economics, Maths A, Biology,
Physiology and Hygiene, Music.
Helen Don—English, Geography, Economics, Maths A, Maths B,
Biology, Physiology and Hygiene.
Lynette Erickson—English, History, Geography, Maths A (D),
Maths B, Biology (D), Physiology and Hygiene.
Joanne Gordon—English, French, German, History, Maths A,
Biology.
Valerie Grant-Smith—English, French, History, Economics, Maths
A, Maths B.
Margaret Groom—English, Art, Art of Speech.
Margaret Hastings—English, Maths A, Maths B, Physiology and
Hygiene, Art.
Glenys Herbert—English, Geography (D), Maths A, Biology (D),
Physiology and Hygiene (D), Music (D).
Susan Jarvis—English, History, Maths A, Chemistry, Physiology
and Hygiene.
Jegaluckshumy Jegasothy—English, Economcs.
Margaret Jolly—English, History, Maths A (D), Maths B, Physics,
Chemistry.
Marion Jones—English (D), Geography, Economics, Maths A,
Biology, Physiology and Hygiene, Art.
Judith Kershaw—English, Economics, Physiology and Hygiene, Art
of Speech (D).
Glenice Kiddie—English, History, Geography, Economics, Maths A,
Maths B, Biology.
Cheng Liew Sow—Geography, Economics, Maths A, Biology.
Vivienne Macaulay—English, Maths A, Biology, Art.
Lefki Mathews—English, French, History, Maths A, Biology.
Hilda Morcombe—English (D), History, Maths A (D), Maths B,
Physics, Chemistry, Physiology and Hygiene (D).
Judith Niven—English, Economics, Maths A, Biology, Physiology
and Hygiene.
Judith Parry—English, Physiology and Hygiene, Music.
Kay Patroni—English, German, History, Maths A, Physiology and
Hygiene, Art.
Vasantha Pillay—English, Economics.
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Heather Scanlon—English, History, Geography, Economics (D),
Chemistry, Physiology and Hygiene, Art of Speech.
Kamaladevi Selvanayagam—English, Economies, Maths A.
Lynette Simpson—English, Geography (D), Economics (D), Maths
A (D), Maths B, Physics, Chemistry.
Fay Sirl—English, History, Economics, Maths A, Chemistry, Music.
Janette Smart—English, History, Geography (D), Economics, Physi
ology and Hygiene, Art.
Wendy Stevenson—English, Geography, Economics, Biology, Physi
ology and Hygiene, Art (D).
Bethany Stokes—English, German, History, Geography, Maths A
(D), Maths B, Biology (D).
Lynne Sullivan—English. French. History, Economics, Maths A
(D), Maths B, Biology.
Jennifer Taylor—English, Economics, Physiology and Hygiene.
Helen Telfer—English, History, Maths A, Maths B, Chemistry (D),
Physiology and Hygiene.
Mary Urquhart—English, German, History (D), Maths A (D),
Maths B, Physics, Chemistry.
Judith Walker—English, French, History, Geography, Biology.
Helen Wakelam—English, History, Geography, Biology, Physiology
and Hygiene, Art of Speech.
Judith West—English, History, Maths A, Maths B, Physics,
Chemistry.
Wendy Wright—English, French, History, Geography, Maths A,
Maths B, Biology' (D).

JUNIOR RESULTS - 1959
Adams, G. J., 7.
Angell, W., 5.
Aquino, P. A., 7.
Ashcroft, C. N., 8.
Barret, M. J., 7.
Bartlett-Day, M., 8.
Bathgate, F. M., 6.
Bitter, F. C., 5.
Briggs, H„ 8.
Brown, B. H., 6.
Buller, B. E., 6.
Camerer, O., 5.
Cameron, A. J., 6.
Chandler, D., 5.
Coker, C., 5.
Cook, C. E„ 9.
Day, L., 5.
Devlin, G. E., 9.
Driscoll, M. E., 6.
Dundas, M., 6.
Edward, L., 7.
Gamble, S. R., 7.
Goodwin, H. M., 7.
Halbert. K. L„ 8.

Hales, K. R„ 8.
Harris, B. B., 8.
Hebiton, L. L., 9.
Hinchcliffe, B. C., 5.
Hobbs, M. R„ 8.
Hodgson, R. A., 7.
Hortin, M. J., 5.
Hughes, C. A., 6.
Hutchins, W. G., 7.
Jolly, J., 5.
Jones, M. E., 6.
Kerr, J. H„ 8.
Laing, H. J., 9.
Lewington, L. J., 8.
McAlpine, G. R., 7.
McCormick, L. P., 9.
McKee, R. E„ 6.
McLean, J. H., 8.
McLeod, C., 8.
Manning, F., 9.
Mercer, J. B., 7.
Moyle, F. H., 10.
Nicholas, K. L„ 5.
Norton, P. M., 7.
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JUNIOR RESULTS—1959 (Continued)

Oates, J. C., 6.
Palmer, M. E., 9.
Paterson, S., 7.
Patsoyannis, K. M., 6.
Pearse, D. K., 7.
Pearse, N. C., 8.
Pope, B. M., 9.
Prowse, P. J., 6.
Rayner, H. B., 8.
Richardson, A. C., 4.
Richardson, L. J., 7.
Robinson, L. M., 9.
Ryan, H. E., 6.
Ryan, M. R., 8.
Sandilands, E. K., 9.
Scott, C., 8.
Shewell, M. F., 7.
Sippi, M. J., 9.
Slater, J., 7.

Solomon, P. L., 9.
Sorenson, A. D., 5.
Spicer, R. C., 5.
Stewart, J., 7.
Stokes, M. L., 7.
Sutherland, E. D., 8.
Taylor, P. J., 8.
Tonkin, L. M., 10.
Walker, B. H„ 8.
Ward, H. L„ 8.
Ward, J. H„ 8.
Watts, G. L„ 7.
Way, A. M„ 6.
West, P. N„ 6.
Wetters, E. J., 8.
Williams, V. J., 8.
Williams, G„ 8.
Young, J. C., 7.

SCHOLARSHIP HOLDERS I960
Faith Manning has won a Scholarship given by the R.S.L. 2nd

28th Battalion. This Scholarship is based on school conduct and
the results of the Junior Examination, and is intended to help and
encourage children of former members of the battalion.
Other girls holding scholarships are:—
Marian Gordon (Grade VI)—A. M. Lowe Scholarship, £10.
Julie Smith (Grade VII)—C. M. Nelson Scholarship, £15.
Carole Sales (Form IA)—Council Scholarship, £20.
Rae Warren, Diane Wright (Form IIIA—G. E. Rowe Scholar
ship, £25.
Judith Wetters (Form VA), Jill Pollard (Form VIA)—Wesley
Trust Scholarship, £25.
Jill Tilley, Hilda Morcombe, Dorothy Barclay—Scholarship at
University of W.A.
Barbara Vincent—£40, Third year.
Gillian Ranson—£40, Second year.
Naomi Devlin—£30, Second year—last year.
Dale Cook—£25—Council, one year.
Norma Wright—£30—O.G.A., one year.
Dale Bevan—£25—Council, one year.
Roslyn Jones—£25—Council, one year.
Patricia Hill—Free tuition and half board—three years.
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MUSIC EXAMINATION RESULTS I960
PRACTICAL,

Preliminary
Glenda Maisey—Hons %
Janice Richardson—Hons. %
Wendy Best—Credit %
Jocelyn Orr—Credit %
Jan Sweetapple—Credit %
Helen Sassella—Credit %
First Grade
Margaret Armstrong—Hons.
Marlene Freestone—Hons.
Pamela Oxbrow—Hons.
Susan Hazlett—Hons.
Joy Thorn—Hons.
Joan Henderson—Credit
Adrienne Lupton—Credit
Jocelyn Orr—Credit
Helen Wallwork—Credit
Jan Sweetapple—Credit
Olive Squire—Credit
Karlene Lewis—Credit
Helen Sassella—Pass
Second Grade
Heather Whyte—Hons.
Judith Whyte—Hons.
Beverley Lilburne—Hons.
Maureen Myles—Hons.
Elaine Whisson—Hons.
Ngaire Duffield—Hons.
Cheryl Lewington—Credit
Janet Lofthouse—Credit
Heather McCaskill—Credit
Lynette Oxbrow—Credit
Patricia Manning—Credit
Judith Manning—Credit
Rae Warren—Credit
Betty Fry—Credit
Helen Pearse—Credit
Janice Garn—Credit
Gwenyth Allen—Credit
Margaret Armstrong—Credit
Joanne Dolley—Credit
Margaret Crowe—Credit
Karen Golding—Pass
Gladys Edgecombe—Pass
Pauline Lee—Pass
Heather Smith—Pass
Lorraine Webb—Pass

Third Grade
Gaye Morrell—Hons.
Ilse Schenk—Credit
Marjorie Morgan—Credit
Geraldine Stokes—Credit
Suzanne Stone—Credit
Ainslee Ashton—Credit
Susan Chandler—Credit
Mollie Bassham—Credit
Beverley Hancock—Credit
Annette Cunnington—Credit
Ann Jackson—Credit
Coral Garn—Credit
Rhonda Brownley—Credit
Merryl Sullivan—Credit
Christine Baker—Credit
Fourth Grade
Audrey Manning—Hons.
Jennifer Spurgeon—Hons.
Pamela Whisson—Hons.
Edith Sullivan—Hons.
Kerry Foster—Credit
Lynne Johnson—Credit
Gale Handmer—Credit
Susan Hallam—Credit
Patricia Sutherland—Credit
Heather Flowers—Credit
Sue Sippe----- Credit
Sandra Godfrey—Credit
Ann Mortimer—Pass
Suzanne Roddy—Pass
Lynne Atkinson—Pass
Susan Halbert—Pass
Fifth Grade
Dorothy Hayward—Credit
Helen Greaves—Pass
Lee Schell—Pass
Sixth Grade
Alison Woodman—Pass
Megan Sutton—Pass
Jill Davey—Pass
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THEORY

Janice Hortin—Credit
Lynley Miell—Credit

First Grade

Kay Webb—Hons.
Third Grade

Dorothy Hayward—Hons.
Edith Sullivan—Hons.

Fourth Grade

Margaret Payton—Credit

MUSICAL PERCEPTION
Second Grade

Jocelyn Johnson—Credit
Marlene Freestone—Pass
Third Grade

Helen Pearse—Credit
Lorraine Timms—Credit
Rae Warren—Credit
Lee Schell—Credit
Margaret Armstrong—Credit
Marion Schilling—Credit
Heather Whyte—Credit
Susan Marum—Pass
Janet Lofthouse—Pass

Jennifer Spurgeon—Hons.
Kerry Foster—Hons.
Judith Whyte—Hons.
Susan Fry—Credit
Further Theory results not yet available.

SPEECH & DRAMA EXAMINATION RESULTS I960
GRADE VI (LEAVING SUBJECT)
Practical
Theory

Rosalind Phelan
Roma Tonkin
Yvonne Murdoch
Valma Sawyer

Credit
Credit
Pass
Pass

Credit (Dist.)
Pass
Pass
(Result not available)

GRADE IV—JUNIOR SUBJECT)

Ann Mortimer—Pass
Helen Grimbly—Honours
Ailsa Murdoch—Pass
Margaret Arblaster—Credit
Susan Pepper—Pass
Helen Berry—Credit
Patricia Sutherland—Pass
Peita Sandercott—Credit
Barbara Vincent—Pass
Christine Silbert—Credit
Lee Schell—Credit
(Theory results not yet available.)
ALLIANCE FRANCAISE RESULTS I960
Div. IIA.—J. Pollard (Distinction), 2nd place prize; B. Norrish

(Pass).

Div. IIB.—Pass: L. Highet, J. Kerr, P. O’Reilly, W. Rudyard.
Div. III.—Distinction: D. Wright. Pass: H. Berry, H. Briggs,

H. Clarke, L. Douglas, P. Heron, K. Negus, T. Rees, C. Silbert,
B. Vincent, J. Williams.
Div. IV.—Distinction Prize: G. Ranson. Distinction: N. Devlin,
S. Jolly, D. Pollard. Pass: R. Edwards, H. Hazelhurst, L. Johnson,
S. Lindsey, M. Mitton, A. Paterson, M. Stanmore, K. Stark, J.
Whyte.
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(3ln JHUmoriam
One of the saddest events in the history of the College
was the sudden death, two days after Speech Day, 1959, of
Heather Lamont. The tragedy occurred as the result of an
accident near her home at Holt Rock.
Although Heather attended the School for only two
years, she was well-known and much loved by many girls
at the School for her pleasant disposition and friendly per
sonality.
In 1958 she was a boarder at Langsford House, and in
1959 at the main school. She was a good student, and
qualified for the First Year A Form in 1959. She was also
a keen sport, excelling particularly at Athletics.
The deepest sympathy of all members of the School
community was expressed to Mr. and Mrs. Lamont in their
sad loss.
*

*

*

Another sad event, later in the year, was the sudden
accidental death of Margaret Elliott-Smith, of Roleystone,
who attended the School from 1953-1958. Margaret had
passed the Leaving Certificate in her final year, and, at
the time of her death, was in her second year at the
Teachers’ Training College. We extend our deepest sym
pathy to her parents.
*

*

*

Early in Third Term a great shock came to many people
associated with the School in the sudden death of Mr. R.
E. Moyle. Mr. Moyle, who was the manager of Westralian
Farmers Co-op. Ltd., was President of the Parents’ and
Friends’ Association during 1959 and 1960. Mr. Moyle was
also a member of the School Council. Our sympathy is
extended to Mrs. Moyle and Freya.
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SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
SPEECH NIGHT 1959
The area in front of the newly-erected recreation hall provided
an excellent site for the 1959 Annual Speech Night.
The evening was commenced with the singing of the hymn, “He
liveth long who liveth well,” after which the School Chaplain, Rev.
S. Slater, led the Lord’s Prayer.
Two choral items, “China Mandarin” and “The Merry Min
strels,” were presented by the school choir. Reports were read by
three school prefects—Helen Don spoke on the School Year, Judyth
West on the Recreational Hall and Valerie O. Smith covered the
controversial subject of house colours. Following the reports, Miss
Bird conducted verse-speaking items; they were “Moonlit Apples,”
“The Australian Sunrise,” “A Star Carol,” “The Akond of Swat”
and “The Bell Man.”
The growing fellowship activities in the school were covered in
a report given by Deaconess R. Nelson on “Christian Activities in
the College,” followed by a duet, “Gypsy Rondo,” played by Norma
Bedells and Pat Acquino. Pupils of the ballet classes presented three
items, then Mr. Shepherd, in the Principal’s report, gave an account
of the school’s academic and sporting progress, as well as comment
ing on the new buildings.
A new inclusion in the Speech Night programme was a senior
and junior gymnastics display organized by Miss Jegust and Miss
Stevens.
The Chairman, Dr. J. L. Rossiter, then addressed the audience
and Mrs. H. E. Mofflin distributed the prizes. Before closing the
programme with the National Anthem, the school songs, “Boots,
Saddle, to Horse and Away” and “Heritage,” were sung by Langsford House and the senior school respectively.
Once again Speech Night concluded a highly successful year
both academically and in the sporting fields.
HELEN DON,
Head Prefect, 1959
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THE SWIMMING SPORTS
The day, February 26th, 1960, dawned bright and clear, so there
was no concern about the weather.
At Claremont Baths the forty events were again divided into
first and second divisions, enabling more girls to participate. A high
standard was maintained during the morning and the competition
was keen with many records broken.
The Interschool Relays were the first events with P.L.C., St.
Hilda’s, Perth College and M.L.C. South Perth being the visiting
teams. In the Open Relay P.L.C. were victors over St. Hilda’s and
M.L.C. Claremont.
On the overall effort Sparta proved victors with 172 points, fol
lowed closely by Troy with 168 points, Rome with 121 points and
Athens with 50 points.
Individually we saw some very fine swimming. Particularly
on the part of Penny Grant-Smith who was Open Champion, Gail
Mounsey who was Under 16 Champion, and Katherine Mathews who
was Under 14 Champion. Also Sue Pepper who won the Open Diving
Championship and Gail Mounsey and Penny Simon who won the
Under 16 and Under 14 Diving Championships respectively.
Congratulations go to Penny Smith, Elizabeth Driscoll, Marilyn
Dundas, Gail Mounsey, Susan Pepper and Helen Grimbly who were
awarded their swimming colours.
Particular thanks should be given to Mr. Carter who was our
starter and to Miss Stevens who organised the Carnival, also to
the parents and friends and members of staff who acted as officials
and contributed to the general success of the sports meeting; and
also to Miss Sanderson tor the morning tea, and a special thanks
to the Diving Association.
LESLEY HIGHET, 6A

SWIMMING CARNIVAL RESULTS
Open Championship: Penny Smith (S.)—22 points. Runners-up:
Elizabeth Driscoll T.) and Selby Hughes (R.)—19 points each.
Under 16 Championship: Gail Mounsey (S.)—29 points. Runnerup: Helen Grimbly (T.)—12 points.
Under 14 Championship: Katherine Mathews (S.)—28 points.
Runners-up: B. Henwood (S.) and Penny Simons (T.)—11 points
each.
2nd Division (Open): J. Waters (R.)—17 points. Runner-up: L.
Tonkin (T.)—9 points.
Under 16, Second Division: H. Grimbly (T), M. Dundas (A.),
D. Smith (T.), A. Way (T.)—each had 5 points. Runners-up: S.
Halbert (R.)—4 points, P. Bignell (S.)—4 points.
Under 14, Second Division: K. Heatly (R.)—10 points. Runnerup: P. Bennett (S.)—5i points.
Records Broken
55 yds. Breaststroke, U/16 Champion, 47.5 by .2 (H. Grimbly).
55 yds. Sidestroke Open Champion, 53.3 by 4.3 (S. Moore).
Both were Trojans.
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JUNIOR FORMS' DANCE
As is the usual custom the Junior Forms’ Dance was the main
topic of conversation among the forms concerned, for some consider
able length of time before and after it took place. For about three
weeks or so it seemed as if the dance was something one talked
about but which was never going to actually take place, but finally
the 17th began to approach and committees were elected, bands
contacted, and all the various other arrangements were made.
At last the 17th day of June dawned fine and clear, quite con
trary to the views held by anonymous pessimists. Not much earnest
work was done that day and a continual buzz was throughout the
3rd year classes. There were a number of last minute cold feet:
“I wish I had invited Peter instead of Bill,” and “I bet he doesn’t
even turn up.”
However, “he” did turn up, maybe a little late, but after all,
the house was rather difficult to find, and strangely enough “Peter”
was just as nice as "Bill” could have been.
The dance itself began by being rather stiff and formal but as
the night wore on everyone began to feel a little less self-conscious,
and relax. There were no serious mishaps of any kind, only the
usual spreading upon the floor the anatomies of the more energetic
types who didn’t realize the floor was so slippery, but soon found
out when it came to the Gay Gordons.
In due time, much to the relief of numerous stomachs, which
by this stage were beginning to voice their opinions on certain
matters, supper was announced, and I must add how'marvellous it
is to see girls, especially Boarders, blush in a confused manner when
seen gazing at the array of food, but when offered some by a gal
lant escort they most politely refuse. However, this small point by
no means hindered the said escorts from partaking of the feast
themselves and it was not long before the last few dances were
under way, supper having been well and truly devoured.
At approximately 11.45 p.m. the dance was brought to a close
with the National Anthem and after saying goodnight to Dr. Rossiter everyone made their way homewards (by direct routes or other
wise).
On the whole the dance was conducted very well and thanks
are due to the Parents and Friends’ Association who put on such
an excellent supper, and also to the committee whose work in de
corating the hall, etc., was much appreciated by the rest of the third
years.
Last, but by no means least, a kindly thought should be given
to our form mistresses and master, whose presence at the dance was
stimulation itself for one’s morale.
DIANE WRIGHT, IIIA
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THE PREFECTS' DANCE
"There was a sound of revelry by night
And Belgium’s capital had gather’d then
Her Beauty and her Chivalry, and bright
The lamps shone o’er fair women and brave men.”
Whether the Beauty and Chivalry on the occasion of the
Annual Prefects’ Dance on June 18th were comparable with those
referred to on that notable Eve of Waterloo is indeed a moot point,
hut there is not the slightest doubt that the event will live in our
memories, and at some later dates be discussed far more frequently
than Byron or his poem.
The efforts of those who spent many hours planning and carry
ing out the decorations of the Gym for the occasion added much to
the enjoyment of the evening and those concerned were surely re
warded by the extremely complimentary remarks of all who were
present. By the use of streamers, balloons, flowers, creepers and
decorated hoops they made it a truly festive night not easily for
gotten.
Dr. Rossiter and Mrs. Warne graciously received the guests.
Like all good things, an extremely enjoyable evening came much too
quickly to a close, but left us all with most delightful memories.

THE ANZAC DAY SERVICE
The Anzac Day Service for 1960 was held at Scotch College
Memorial Grounds on the afternoon of Monday, April 25th. The
schools attending the service this year were Methodist Ladies’ Col
lege, Presbyterian Ladies’ College, St. Hilda’s, Scotch College and
Christ Church Grammar School.
A large crowd of spectators watched the opening march which
was ably accompanied by the Scotch College Pipe Band. The
National Anthem was followed by the traditional hymn, “O God, Our
Help in Ages Past,” and following this the lesson was read by a
member from Christ Church Grammar School. Representatives from
Presbyterian Ladies’ College and Scotch College acknowledged the
Act of Remembrance and the Scotch College Pipe Band played the
Lament which preceded the Silence.
A short prayer was given by the Chaplain of our College, the
Rev. S. Slater, and the Rt. Rev. C. L. Riley then gave his very in
teresting address on the meaning of Anzac. During the latter part
of the service the final two hymns were sung and prayers were
offered by the Rev. F. E. Eccleston. The Final Prayer and Blessing
was given by the Rt. Rev. G. Cameron, after which the schools
marched off in order.
This service is very important in that it recalls to us the sac
rifice and the real meaning of Anzac.

ATHLETIC NOTES
This season has been most successful for the Athletic team. In
invitation relays at St. Mary’s and M.L.C. South Perth our senior
and junior were victorious and both teams gained second place at
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St. Hilda’s. Unfortunately, we were unable to take part in any more
invitation relays, as they all occurred on the same day.
We were all disappointed when the usual Triangular sports
meeting, this year to have been held at Leederville Oval on October
22nd, had to be cancelled. However, we were fortunate in being
able to take part in a triangular sports meeting held at Kent Street
on October 19th. The schools which participated were Kent Street,
Modern School and M.L.C. Our Open and Under 15 relay teams
were successful in gaining first place, as were Diane Pearse in the
Open hurdles, and Merryl Sippe in the Open broad jump. Susan
Redclift, Margaret Wheatley and Roslyn Edwards gained minor
places. The afternoon was, on the whole, most enjoyable and suc
cessful.
We have thirteen entrants in the Schoolgirl Athletic Champion
ships, to be held on Novepiber 5th, and should gain several good
placings. These girls have all been very good in attending early
practices.
Diane Pearse, June Williams, Susan Redclift and Merryl Sippe
gained colours.

THE ATHLETIC SPORTS
This year the Barclay and Langsford House were again held
before those of the senior school, this year’s date being September
30th. The competition proved of great interest and drew many spec
tators from the senior school. Sparta won, followed by Troy, Rome
and Athens, in that order. These points were added to the senior
competition. The Langsford House Champion this year was Susan
Dyer (S.) and Diane Stickland (R.) was runner-up.
Eight records were broken, these being the Age race five and six
years by L. Kitcher; the Age race twelve and thirteen years by L.
Atkinson (T.); the 100 yards open and 50 yards skipping race by S.
Dyer (S.); the Wheel Relay and Under-and-Over by Troy; the Tun
nel Ball by Athens; and the Under 10 Relay by Sparta.
The Senior School Sports were held on the morning of the fol
lowing day, October 1st. The march past, conducted to the music of
the Scotch College Pipe Band, was won by Sparta in the seniors and
Troy in the juniors.
That the weather was excellent was proved by the number of
records broken. Diane Pearse of Rome, broken one of our longeststanding records in Ruth Beal’s hop, step and jump record, which
had been set in 1955. Miss Beal is now teaching in the college.
When the results were announced Athens was found to be the
winner, by twenty points from Sparta and Rome, who tied for sec
ond place, and were closely followed by Troy. Diane Pearse was
Open Champion, with June Williams (Athens) runner-up. Marilyn
Dundas (Athens) was successful in the Open second division. In the
Under 16 Championship Margaret Wheatley (Troy) was first, fol
lowed by Susan Redclift (Rome), Christine Anderson (Athens) won
the second division. Roslyn Edwards (Rome) was Under 14 Cham
pion, for the second time, with Jenny Sarre (Athens) runner-up.
Penny Bennett (Sparta) was first in the Under 14 second division.
A very helpful addition to our sporting equipment is the score-
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board, which was used for the first time on Sports Day. It was pre
sented to us by Mr. and Mrs. Lamont.
Mrs. Rees presented the trophies, for which we thank her.
Thanks also to the mistresses and other officials who helped in
many ways to make our 1960 Athletic Sports a success, to Major
Maclay for his excellent judging of the march past, and to members
of the Scotch College Band for their ready assistance, and to Mrs.
Roach and helpers from the Parents and Friends’ Association for
their good work with the morning tea.
The following records were broken:—

Under 14
100 yards by R. Edwards (R.).
60 metres hurdles by K. Mathews (S.).

Under 14 Second Division
50 yards by B. White (R.).
60 metres hurdles by P. Bennett (S.).
Broad jump by K. Mathews (S.).
High jump by P. Bennett (S.).

Under 16 Championship
Broad jump by M. Wheatley (T.).

Open Championship
220 yards by J. Williams (A.).
Broad jump by M. Sippe (S.).
Hop, step and jump by D. Pearse (R.).

Open Second Division
100 yards by M. Dundas (A.).
Broad jump by M. Dundas (A.).
High jump by B. Norrish (T.).
The following inaugural records were set:—

Under 16 Championship
60 metres hurdles by L. Timms (A.).

Open Second Division
220 yards by K. Hales (A.).
J. Sarre (A.) equalled D. Pearse’s under 14 hop, step and jump
record.
BRYONY NORRISH, 6A

EISTEDDFOD
This year a new competition was added to the usual inter-house
activities on the Arts side when the “Heather Lamont Memorial
Internal Music Festival” was inaugurated. Much new talent was dis
covered in many girls who otherwise had not had the chance to take
any great part in house competitions and they excelled themselves
in this new field. As a result the standard of the musical side of
school life was greatly improved.
Preliminaries were conducted in all sections of the pianoforte,
art of speech and vocal items during the lunch hour. Keen enthusi
asm and competition displayed amongst the competitiors resulted in
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an excellent performance in the grand finals, which were held in
the Recreational Hall.
Sincere thanks are offered to those in charge of the competi
tion for their assistance in the arrangement of the Eisteddfod.
MARGARET PAYTON

COLLEGE SUNDAY
This year College Sunday was held on October 23rd, in Wesley
Church, Perth.
The service commenced with the Lord’s Prayer, followed by a
selected response, the leader of which was Dr. J. L. Rossiter. The
large congregation then joined in the worship by singing the hymn,
‘‘O Thou Who Camest from Above.”
A prayer was read by the president of the O.G.A., after which
M.L.C. Claremont rendered the hymn, “O Brother Man.”
Following the first lesson, consisting of passages from chapters
39 and 43 of the Book of Ecclesiasticus and read by the Captain of
M.L.C. Claremont, J. Rees, an anthem, “All in the April Evening,”
was sung by M.L.C. South Perth.
Psalm 121 was chanted by our Claremont College, after which
the Captain of our South Perth College read the second lesson taken
from the Book of Revelation, Chapter 4.
The choir of the Claremont College, conducted by Mrs. Moore,
rendered the consecration anthem, "When I Survey the Wondrous
Cross.”
Prayers were led by our College Chaplain, Rev. S. Slater. An
other hymn, “Lord of All Being, Throned Afar,” was sung by the
congregation.
Our College Principal, Mr. W. Shepherd, then gave an inspir
ing and challenging sermon, the topic being based on portion of
verse 21 of the Gospel according to St. Luke, chapter 17, namely,
“The Kingdom of God is within you.”
During the closing hymn, "Youth of the World, Arise,” the
offering was collected by the Prefects and Associate Prefects, the
proceeds of which were to be donated to the "Save the Children
Fund.”
Truly, all those present must agree that this service was both
an impressive and inspiring one.
ROSLYN LONG, 6A

SCHOOLS' MODERN LANGUAGES EVENING
Every year a schools’ modern languages evening is held. This
year it was held at Scotch College on 22nd July. Any school which
teaches a modern language was invited to put on an item.
M.L.C. was represented by two groups of students. One group
put on a German play which was written by the actors themselves
and the other group did a French play. Mrs. Hansley was a great
help in organizing the costumes and in the writing of the German
play.
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The languages spoken were French, German and Italian and
they were spoken very well. Among the items on the programme
were plays, poems and songs. The costumes were very good and the
actors were extremely good.
Among the schools that took part were Scotch, Perth Modern
School, Wesley and P.L.C.
It was really a most successful and entertaining evening.
JOAN SADLER, 1A

SCHOOL PLAY
The school play this year was, rather ambitiously, “The School
for Scandal,” by R. B. Sheridan. It was presented by the Drama
Club and not by the senior forms as in previous years, with the
result that the cast was a rather younger one than usual, although
there was a good representation from the Leaving and Sub-Leaving
forms. Against a pale blue background with festoons of white, the
costumes (made by the girls under the guidance of Miss Sanderson)
looked both colourful and authentic, and gave grace and dignity to
individual movements and scenes in general. Mrs. Crowe’s setting
and the portraits painted by Anne Crowe lent charm to the play as
a whole and the speed and smoothness with which the action moved
was enjoyed by cast and audience. Although Mrs. Keeley, who pro
duced the play, and Mrs. Crowe and Miss Sanderson heaved sighs
of relief when the performances were over, the cast are looking
forward eagerly to another production next year. Mrs. Mathews,
who coped with front of house arrangements with her usual effi
ciency and the students from Graylands Teachers’ College who pro
vided and operated the lights, did a great deal towards the success
of the two evenings and we should like to thank them.
CAST
Sir Peter Teazle................................ Helen Grimbly
Sir Oliver Surface ............................ Helen Greaves
Sir Toby .................................................... Jane Slater
Sir Benjamin Backbite..... .. ........... Patricia Aquino
Joseph Surface..................................Anne Mortimer
Charles Surface ..................................... Jane Ritchie
Careless ........................................... Alison Woodman
Snake................................................................... HelenRyan
Crabtree................................... ........... Shirley Moore
Rowley .................................................. Kerry Stark
Moses ................................................... Susan Hazlett
Lady Sneerwell .................................... Denise Kurrle
Lady Teazle ................................. Wendy Loneragan
Mrs. Candour .......................................... Andrea Way
Maria ............................ .................
RobynHoare
Servants..... Dale Rosen, Georgina Devlin, Barbara
Henwood, Jane Young, Marion Stokes
Stage Manager ....... Robyn Burnett
Bckstage Staff ..... Lyn Robinson, Lesley Richardson, Roslyn Todman, Judy Whyte.
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 180 DAYS
I have been asked to write some impressions of our trip abroad.
The first thing I would like to say is that one has to go abroad to
appreciate our good fortune in living in Australia.
In Asia the overwhelming impact made upon one by the coun
tries we visited was of the density of population, the lack of com
forts for many of the people and the lack of real opportunity such
as we have in this country. In the European countries where pov
erty is not usually a real thing, there is nevertheless a very large
population living in a limited space. The competition for all kinds
of positions is keener, the difficulty of obtaining a family residence
seems greater, and there is not the new land to provide somewhere
for the expanding population to move to. Passing on to Canada and
America, we had the impression almost of coming home because
the spaciousness of the countryside so much resembles our own,
except that it is fresher and a richer green.
We have become protagonists for air-travel. Travelling this way
one can get to so many more places in a given time than by ship.
Also the length of time that you stay in a country is a matter of your
own choice and it is fairly easy at short notice to stay a day or two
longer if you wish or to move on earlier. Of course you sometimes
have to get out of bed very early to catch a plane, or you may have
sometimes to travel all night. We thought these were minor hard
ships, and although we had many flights, we did not have one which
could be called a rough trip.
Asia was particularly interesting to us because it is so different
from our own land. We were fortunate that in each country we vis
ited here, we had friends to take care of us and show us round.
We were full of admiration for the peoples of Malaya, Thailand
and India. How interesting it is to visit their temples and to see
their homes, different in so many ways from our own!
Europe is of course the favourite continent with Australian
tourists. So much of our own civilization has developed from Europe
and we have read so much about Italy, France, Germany and Switz
erland that it was a wonderful privilege to spend a few days in these
countries. We gave first place to Switzerland because it has so much
natural beauty with its wonderful mountains, lakes and rivers. The
houses of the people are charming. Everything is clean, neat and
orderly and their cities seem to run with peculiar efficiency. Here
we had some of the most pleasant weather of our whole trip and
we shall never forget the few days we spent there. Next we would
put Holland, where the people are so friendly, courteous and busi
nesslike. Although the country is flat, it is a most interesting land
to visit. It was a thrill to see the windmills and canals, but above
all, to live for a few days with friends in a Dutch city and to ex
perience something of the daily life of these charming people.
Greece was to us a land of rare interest. To visit the Acropolis,
to see the ruins of the Parthenon, to hear the guides tell of the his
toric incidents which had taken place here where democracy had its
birth, was a great treat. Nor must we forget Oberammergau in
Germany where we attended the first performance of the Passion
Play. This wonderful drama, which takes a whole day to perform,
is something unique in theatre.
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Our longest stay was in England, and if one could only visit a
single country, surely it must be England. A good deal of my time
was devoted to visiting schools here and there was certainly
[much to impress one in the work they are doing. London of
course belongs to everybody and it is real fun learning to find one’s
way about this City of our Fathers. But who could forget the won
derful greenness of England’s pleasant land, the neat farms and
quaint villages, the gentle, rolling hills and above all, the kindly
welcome which they give to all visitors. We took part in the usual
tourist hobby of visiting cathedrals and found it a lesson in history
and architecture, as well as an inspiring experience. I was present
at the opening day of the Methodist Conference and found it stir
ring to hear familiar things said so well in this august gathering.
Methodist girls’ schools are not called “Ladies’ Colleges” in Eng
land, but they resemble our own very much. The outstanding
Methodist girls’ school is Queanswood where they have very fine
traditions and a delightful atmosphere.
We were in America just too early for the noisy assembly of
the United Nations. We did, however, visit the building and also
other famous skyscrapers in New York. Most of our time was spent
on the Western side where we visited the Canadian Rockies and
spent a week in the wonderful State of Washington. We now know
why Americans love the colours of the Fall.
Our thanks are due to the M.L.C. Council for the period of
leave which made our tour possible; to Dr. and Mrs. Rossiter for
the fine work they did at M.L.C. in our absence and to Mrs. Warne
and the staff for maintaining things so well here while we were
away.
WALTER SHEPHERD

This is the route taken by Mr. & Mrs. Shepherd on their overseas trip this year
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THANK YOU, DR. ROSSITER
Dr. Rossiter’s stay at M.LC. was very much enjoyed by the
girls. We valued the keen interest he took in the sporting, social
and academic activities of the college. It was a great pity that we
could not see more of Mrs. Rossiter owing to her illness, and appre
ciated the way in which Dr. Rossiter carried on during it. We are
happy to see that she is now much better.
Dr. Rossiter kept the school running smoothly until Mr. Shep
herd returned to assume responsibility once more. Dr. Rossiter
stepped into the breach, and carried out a hard task excellently.
Thank you, Dr. Rossiter!
W. RUDYARD, 6A
FAREWELL
The Collegian Committee have asked me to write a line as I
leave M.L.C. after what has been to us a most interesting and
rewarding stay of six months with you. This I gladly do as it
affords me an opportunity of thanking all who have helped to
make it so for both Mrs. Rossiter and myself.
My first word is one of gratitude for the invitation by the
Council to take charge during the Principal’s absence overseas.
This was an honour greatly appreciated.
Outstanding among our personal impressions are those of the
kindness and friendliness we have received from everyone. Cicero,
in one of his letters reminds us that in the formation of new friend
ships it is important to consider the manner in which the
approaches are made. Well, certainly the spirit in which the whole
Staff, the Prefects and the girls welcomed us and continued to
accept us gives proof of this. It was our aim to be worthy of that
friendship and in turn to be your friends. We should be happy in
the thought that to some degree we were successful.
I was in residence long enough to appreciate the very consider
able contribution which the College is making towards the realisa
tion of the Church’s ideal of education for complete living. I con
gratulate the Council, the Principal, the Senior Mistress and the
Secretary and all who work so closely and so loyally with them.
Now I have again faded into retirement, but I shall be rein
forced, by the experience and privilege of serving in M.L.C. Clare
mont, in my convictions as to the value of our Church Schools in
the cause of Education for Christian Citizenship.
At parting may I say to the girls as often did the Greeks—Be
joyful! and the Romans—Be well! and best of all our own Goodbye
—God be with you!
J. L. ROSSITER
MISS LORNA DICKSON
We were delighted and honoured when we received during this
year letters from Miss Dickson giving some details of her trip and
bringing thoughtful remembrances to all the members of the school.
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We would like her to know how much we have appreciated her
thought for us.
All rejoiced that Miss Dickson was able to have this trip, but we
have missed her after such a long and valued association with us.
Miss Dickson, one of our Old Collegians, was enrolled in 1913. She
was Dux of the College in 1916 and obtained a University Exhibi
tion in English and History before going on to take her Arts De
gree. She was a member of the college staff for some years and
later became Mistress in Charge of the Boarding House. In the later
years we have appreciated the help Miss Dickson gave us when
she was in charge of the Book Room. The school joins in saying once
again “Thank you.”
We include here some excerpts from letters received during
this year:—
Windermere, 4/7/60.
My Dear Girls at M.L.C.,
Although I haven’t written to you I have been thinking of you,
for of course I carry you wherever I go—this is an indirect way of
saying that your gift to me has been most useful as well as being
ornamental. We are still enjoying the trip but come home at night
ready for bed; we seem to walk for miles, this being the method of
travelling whereby we see the most. Coming home at night doesn’t
mean we go to bed at 6 p.m. At this time of the year it is quite
light until 9 p.m. and twilight until 10.30 p.m.
Our ship berthed at Goteboig so we decided to take a round
trip in Scandinavia before going on to England; this gave us a few
days in each of the capital cities—Stockholm, Copenhagen and
Oslo, and a short trip up the Scgne Fiord. We were told that we
were early for the tourist season but we were lucky to have the
sun shining on us even among the snows in Norway, and of course
it was really much more thrilling for an "Aussie” to be travelling
through snow and seeing it melt into myriads of waterfalls which
hurled water down the mountain sides into lakes and fiords. I, who
was one of the strugglers watering by hand last year, wished I
could post one of the surplus falls to my friends for their gardens.
The Swedish are very modern, very efficient and very prosperous—
I think we saw the smartest girls ever in Goteborg, stiletto heels,
beehive hair-dos and high crowned hats, and beautiful skins and
eyes, what my nephew would call “slashing sheilas”! By the way,
we did rather wonder how they managed the heels on cobbled stone
streets! We were lucky to arrive in time to witness the students’
welcome to spring, a yearly celebration. The students, all of whom
wear peaked caps with white velvet tops rather like a yachtsman’s
cap, parade to a central park from all corners, take charge of a
large restaurant and bandstand, entertain with delightful singing
with their own band. At a certain moment after a speech they all
raise their caps above their heads and burst into cheers and their
Students’ Song. At night they had a procession through the streets
“a la prosh” at the W.A. These processions seem to follow the same
pattern all over the world—skits on local happenings, the usual
number of “stink bombs.”
We are now on our first country tour round England, having
spent a month in London. I saw Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd last week
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before leaving that city and I think they are whizzing round as
much as we are, and enjoying it as much. We have done all the
accepted things, viewing the Changing of the Guard the Trooping
of the Colour, and numerous other ceremonies. No other nation
understands the importance of tradition as the English, nor carry
it out as well. Visited the Tower, Windsor Castle, etc., and best of
all enjoyed drives round the very lovely lanes; it always seems
amazing that one can get to the countryside so quickly from such a
very large city. The only disappointing thing is the seaside; the
beaches are just pebbles and so crowded with people that one could
not move more than six inches anyway.
*

*

*

Rome, 3/9/60
... I have enjoyed my trip immensely and certainly one of the
highlights has been this last 10 days in Rome. To begin with it is
an intensely interesting city historically, one feels almost the cradle
of European history; the inhabitants talks as glibly of B.C. as the
English do of the 11th and 12th Centuries and it all makes an
Aussie feel very young. I think one of the most unforgettable sights
was to see the Colosseum floodlit; it seemed to bring to life an old
ruin.
From the artistic angle there are world and centuries famous
statues and paintings scattered round the various churches and
galleries, and for modern times the Olympic buildings or those that
have been adapted for use for the various sports, as well as shops
crammed with very lovely materials, shoes and gloves. I was wish
ing I could be an American millionairess for a day so that I could
buy you all a pair of sandals.
I have enjoyed the actual Olympics very much, although, of
course, my prime reason for going was to see David swim. I got
tickets for other sports in which I was interested and had two
mornings at the basketball (this was a real thrill; all the teams I
saw played very fast games and the control of the ball displayed by
the Yankee team was amazing), two at the hockey and two after
noons at the athletics.
The opening ceremony was a most inspiring sight; by now I
suppose you will have seen it on the screen and seen the Australian
team with the girls in wattle yellow and the men with their green
blazers. The most arresting sight was the Danish team in scarlet
and white exactly matching their flag, while both the Indian and
Pakistan teams lent a dash of colour by wearing yellow and red
turbans. The teams from the countries behind the Iron Curtain
gave an almost musical comedy turn to the scene by waving scarves,
hankies and ribbons—it gave the impression that they had been
ordered to be matey. If a visitor from Mars had descended I think
he would have been excused for thinking it was a competition of
funny hats on the part of the spectators. I have never seen so many
extravagant interpretations of the hat, and the old men were
the most adventurous in their choice. Every day there were hawkers
outside selling hats of every size and shape.
It is very hot in Rome, the weather not unlike our own Feb
ruary variety in a heat wave, but they don’t get as many sea
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breezes. Normally the shops close for 2-3 hours in the middle of
the day when it is hottest and remain open until about 7.30 p.m.
They are very fond of sitting at a pavement cafe at night and
either having a meal or just sipping coffee and letting the world
pass by. As a whole the Italians are a very likeable people but
completely vague as to time—I don’t wonder Mussolini felt he had
to scream at them sometimes. I had a most strenuous time getting
to the various places where different sports were being held. They
positively cram their buses and one has to fight to get on and then
push to the exit in the middle of the bus a stop before one wishes
to alight or you find yourself miles further on than you meant to
go. . . . My love to you all.
LORNA DICKSON

STAFF NOTES I960
At the beginning of the year we were pleased to welcome vari
ous new members of the staff, including Mrs. Hosford, Mrs.
Chandler, Mrs. Moore, Miss Williams and Mr. Vermeer.
We regretted that Mrs. Chandler and Miss Haagensen had to
leave us during the year, but we were fortunate when Mrs. Eggle
ston and Mrs. Kaaks joined the staff.
We are deeply grateful to Dr. and Mrs. Rossiter for all the
help they gave us in Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd’s absence and we do
hope that Mrs. Rossiter will have better health in the coming
months.
Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd’s return was eagerly awaited and Dr.
Rossiter welcomed them in assembly on the morning of October
18th.
To all the members of the staff we give our thanks. To those
who are leaving us we wish every happiness in the future.

SIXTH FORM NOTES
They’re a weird, weird mob perfectly describes this year’s leav
ing form. The talents that may reside in our honest little souls are
as yet obscure and require some great stimulus to stir them.
This year the Boarders have been renamed the veges (vegeta
tive idiots I.Q. 40) not inappropriately it is felt. Pabulum trouble,
as usual, besets the boarders, who are horrified to discover the last
stages of malnutrition impending combined with gross obesity. As
the sixth form chair has been damaged, we feel we know the cause,
and will the culprit please own up—we think we may know you.
Room 6 has become the entomological centre of the school. We
regret the invasion of bees earlier in the year and extend sincere
condolences to relatives of deceased staff members. Swatting has
become boarders’ chief pastime, mosquitoes of course.
The history class has developed a passion for “Canning,”
“Crawley” and “Forrest.” We are sorry to report their charms have
been monopolised by a select few.
An incident concerning Boarder prefects was the extrac
tion by force of a pot of honey from the pantry. The contraband was
nearly discovered but was saved by the “vege-mite.”
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Debating has been patronized by many young ladies this year.
Subjects have been widely distributed, perhaps the most popular
being the eternal gym tunic question. We thank a certain mistress
who has generously offered to finance the addition of frills to these
scanty garments.
Biol, experiments are again popular, especially those followed
by peppermints (extra strong). Quinine has been used experiment
ally. We apologise to certain classmates who suffered at our hands.
We now extend our good wishes to next year’s Leaving whom
we hope will be on better terms with Chaucer than their predeces
sors. We ourselves would like to embark on the pilgrimage which
seems to be taking an unusually long time (nearly 800 years).
Perhaps in another 800 years the Leaving will have been abolished!
Thank you, dear school—you have left your mark on us, more
indelibly than we left our trade marks on "Ye Olde Sixth Form
Wall!”
Last Will and Testament of Form VIA
We, members of the above form do proclaim to all concerned
the renunciation of room 6 at the close of the year nineteen hundred
and sixty A.D. We hand on this sacred sanctum to the sixth form
ers of 1961, requesting them to handle it with care and respect, and
hoping it will become more than a mere room to them. Its walls
must have heard numberless secrets; endless voices complaining
of injustices—too much homework, a chair with no back, and those
hundreds of other small worries of school life.
We respectfully inform them that we are taking memories with
us; some to fade in a few months, others which are unforgettable.
We solemnly request that the new occupants will continue to keep
6A as it has always been. To them we leave the contents of the
box in the corner and of the table in front of the board, together
with Chaucer’s pilgrims eternally travelling along the wall and
whatever else they might find.
Good luck to you all.
EMPIRE GAMES POSTER COMPETITION
Congratulations to Susan Hazlitt who came second in the Lord
Mayor’s Competition among school children for a poster for the
1962 Empire Games. She was invited to morning tea at the Perth
Council Chambers during November.
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CLUB ACTIVITIES
THE SCHOOL CHOIR
The School Choir, numbering about one hundred, ably con
ducted and accompanied by Mrs. Moore and Miss Conway respec
tively, has spent an enjoyable and profitable year.
On July the 15th we entered one choir in the Inter-School
Music Eisteddfod, singing the two-part “Skye Boat Song” and “The
Lark in the Clear Air.” Unfortunately, we failed to gain a place
amongst the thirteen choirs competing.
On the last Sunday of first term and again on the last Sunday
in second term the choir took part in the Boarders’ Service at
Wesley Church, Claremont. First term the anthem was “All in an
April Evening" and second term “Little Donkey.” The final events
of this year will be the choir’s performances at the service on
College Sunday and on Speech Night.
Altogether we feel we have achieved a very high standard with
our singing this year and look forward to next year, welcoming any
new members who wish to join.
On behalf of the School Choir.
NERRIDA BOCKING

SENIOR DEBATING NOTES
This year a new method of debating has been introduced in
which the debate is entirely impromptu. The subject is told to the
competitors precisely one hour before the commencement of the
debate, no reference books being allowed, excepting a dictionary.
This method we found most effective as it conduced towards a
natural approach, spontaneity and quick thinking.
We feel we have had a very successful season although we did
not retain the shield which was eventually gained by Perth Col
lege. We were defeated in the final round by John Curtin, the sub
ject concerning Basic Wage quarterly adjustment.
Amongst a wide diversity of subject matter given we struck
many old favourites, namely, “Hire Purchase” in our opening debate
against St. Mary’s and the “White Australia Policy” against C.B.C.
Perth.
A most interesting debate was1 held against Perth Modern
School in the third round, the topic being “The world is growing
better every year.”
The league team was Megan Sutton, Jacqueline Rees and Rosa
lind Phelan.
Our social debating has also been successful and there are a
number of promising girls who should do well next year.
The Debating Club would like to once again thank Miss Storman for her constant support and boundless energy. She has been
an inspiration to us all.
ROSALIND PHELAN
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THE JUNIOR DEBATING CLUB
Debating this year has proved very enjoyable and interesting.
The Junior Club has consisted of about thirty Junior and SubJunior members under the guidance of Mrs. Hosford.
Debating subjects have ranged from “Females are the weaker
sex” to “The interior of Australia should be developed.” We have
had several inter-school debates against Perth College, Scotch Col
lege, St. Hilda’s, Modern School and Christian Brothers’ College.
Third term has been partly devoted to giving impromptu speeches,
to help us overcome the attack of nerves which seems to prevail
among us when we debate. However, we have gained valuable
knowledge and look forward to debating next year.
Finally, we would like to thank Mrs. Hosford for her help.
PHILIPPA HERON

SENIOR DRAMA CLUB NOTES
The main work of the Drama Club up to date has been the
presentation of the school play, this year being Sheridan’s “School
for Scandal.”
The first few meetings took the form of readings for the cast
ing, and after this was finalized, rehearsals were arranged.
After the first instalments we realized what a difficult produc
tion this was to be, and owing to unlearnt lines, lost scripts and
missed rehearsals there was much doubt as to whether the play
could be put on by the dates scheduled, 15th and 16th of July.
Eventually, however, as the dates drew nearer we got down to work
and managed not to disgrace Mrs. Keeley after all her effort.
We owe our thanks to Mrs. Keeley, producer, Miss Sanderson,
who was in charge of costumes, Mrs. Crowe and crew who painted
the settings, and Mrs. Burnett who did the make-up.
Now we are looking forward to doing a series of mimes at the
end of the year.
ANDREA WAY

THE JUNIOR DRAMATICS CLUB
Every Tuesday afternoon, in club period the Junior Dramatics
Club, takes place. There are about fourteen girls in this club, all in
first year.
The mistress is Miss Beal, who selects, produces and directs
the plays. These plays are usually merely read through by any
members of the club. The girls do not act the plays unless a cer
tain one is favoured by everyone.
A play that is being rehearsed and put on is an unusual comedy
entitled “Something To Talk About.”
Suitable members only are picked for parts in this play, but
nevertheless nobody is left idle, for those who don't happen to be
in the actual play design and make props, manoeuvre scenery and
work curtains. Of course they also help as much as possible in ob
taining costumes for the actresses.
As we have only read plays, we are looking forward to acting
one. This will test the acting ability of the girls in the Drama Club.
MERRYL SULLIVAN
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FELLOWSHIP GROUPS
School Fellowships
(a) Senior. Though small in number this year’s Fellowship
group has had a very successful year. During the first and second
terms we had some very interesting talks from members of the
staff and outside people. Third term consisted mainly of discussion
groups on the theme of “Abundant Life.”
(b) Junior Fellowship at Langsford House has also proved suc
cessful with good attendances, and with the help of Pat and Roslyn
has had an enjoyable and interesting year.
Boarders’ Fellowship was numerically good; films, outside
speakers, singing and help from members of the group were the
main activities of this group.
At the beginning of the third term the Fellowship Camp again
took place at Rockingham. There was a very good attendance this
year, our thoughts being centred around “The Standards of Jesus.”
Rev. and Mrs. Whittle and other leaders helped to make this a
worthwhile camp.
In thanking all those concerned with helping the Fellowship
group this year, I would like to especially mention Miss Nelson who
has been the backbone of the groups, and without whom we would
not have managed.
I hope to see the spirit of these groups increase with the years,
and wish them all the best in the future.
CAMILLE PERRY

THE GYMNASTIC CLUB
This is the first year there has been a gym club in our school.
The club’s activities and classes have been held in the new gym
nasium which was built in the school’s foreground last year.
The gymnasium instruction and supervision is in the capable
hands of Miss Jegust and Miss Miell. The club has about 50 mem
bers, many of whom could do no gym at all at the beginning of
the year yet now can master some quite difficult exercises.
Everyone has had a good opportunity to use all the equipment.
There are a number of mats of various size, two Olympic beams,
two Swedish beams, a box for vaulting, two sets of Roman rings,
six ropes for climbing and swinging, wall bars, window ladders and
the school has recently had the good fortune to acquire a drop neck
pommel horse.
At the present time many of the girls are working to perfect
exercises for the school and State gymnastic championships to be
held in the near future.
I would like to record our sincere thanks to Miss Jegust and
Miss Miell for their valuable assistance throughout the year.
PETA NORTON

DRESSMAKING CLUB
One of the many clubs taught at school on Tuesday afternoon
is dressmaking, which about 50 girls attend. Another class is
held on Wednesday afternoons but not as a club. We are under the
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supervision of five teachers who instruct us in the drafting and
designing of the garments so there is no risk of ruining them.
We make in this club articles varying from underclothes and
sports wear to party frocks and practically anything nameable.
We know from experience every girl in the club just longs for
the Fashion Parade which is held at the end of third term to wind
up the successful year’s dressmaking.
Many thanks are expressed to Miss Edmondson and her staff
for their kind assistance throughout the year.
MAUREEN SMITH and HEATHER LEHMANN

LIBRARY CLUB NOTES
The Gertrude Walton Memorial Library has been used by the
Junior and Senior girls of the College for three years.
The most important addition to the Library this year was a
set of Newne’s "Pictorial Knowledge” encyclopedias purchased for
£50. There are also four new magazines, namely, National Geo
graphic, Royal Perth Hospital magazine, "The Argosy,” and lastly
“Seventeen,” which is very popular with the girls for its dress and
hair styles. Apart from these, 450 more new books have been added,
bringing the total up to about 4,000 books. Biology and Physiology
sections have been built up this year, and are now two of the
busiest sections of the Reference Library.
The Library Club has been keeping up its work of repairing
old books, preparing new books for circulation, and issuing and
checking in books at lunch hour.
The Club paid a visit to the Fremantle Civic Library in second
term and found that the M.L.C. Library is operated on similar lines
as the State system which also uses the “Browne’s Charging
System.”
The busiest time of the day for the Library is a winter lunch
hour when the girls go in to read magazines near the big electric
heaters or choose books from the Reference or Fiction sections.
The Library is used for various functions during the year,
namely, the meetings of the Old Girls’ Association, the Parents and
Friends’ Association, and particularly this year for the farewell
gathering of Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd.
Invaluable advice has been given to the girls by the Librarian,
Mrs. Campbell, and on behalf of all the girls I would like to thank
her for the interest she has taken and the encouragement given to
all of us.
P. SOLOMON

THE FIRST-AID CLUB I960
With the help and encouragement of the St. John Ambulance
Association the First Aid Club was started. It is not confined to
the older age group in the Senior School but also the juniors are
able to take an easier exam called the Preliminary.
However, the majority of the class is in the Senior School and
is preparing for the examination which will be held at the end of
the year. W'ith the kind co-operation and patience of both Mrs.
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Mortimer and Mrs Mathews the girls have acquired a good idea
of what is expected of a first aider.
The objective of the course is to train students to be both help
ful and efficient in the time of any emergency.
We especially thank Mrs. Mortimer for her most interesting
lecturettes each week, and Mrs. Mathews’ instruction in the prac
tical aspect of the course.
JAN OATES and GAY ADAMS

MOTHERCRAFT CLUB NOTES
In third term our mothercraft nurse, Sister Brady, imparted
her knowledge to a large class of second years.
During our lessons we grasped the fundamentals of baby care,
chiefly by the distribution of leaflets explaining in detail each step
of progress in a baby’s life, and also directions for feeding, bathing
and putting to sleep. On our second last lesson we visited the
health centre for the bathing demonstration and the rest of the
term was spent in completing our scrapbooks and preparing for
our examination.
GILLIAN RANSON

THE WILD LIFE CLUB
The Wild Life Club this year has been very interesting. We
have made several excursions where we have collected objects of
interest.
During first term we went to the Water Life Show where we
saw many species of fish. Then in third term we went to the Wild
Life Show. This year they had a baby kangaroo and a little possum
as well as many animals of different kinds. We saw a film on
"Arnhem Land.”
During the year we have had several scavenger hunts, quizzes,
interesting talks on wild life by Mrs. Rowbotham, films, and we
also planted some flowers and peas.
We would like to thank Mrs. Rowbotham for such an inter
esting and enjoyable year.
ANNE PATERSON

BASKETRY CLUB
The basketry club this year consisted of 25 members under the
instruction of Mrs. Edwards and in first term, Mrs. Chandler.
Most of us started by making afternoon tea trays. While some
girls preferred rectangular bases others chose round or oval. With
the bases either painted or covered with fablon the trays looked
very attractive when completed.
Most of the weaving was done in a pattern known as "whal
ing” for which three strands of cane were used.
We were able to choose our next model. Wastepaper baskets
proved very popular with some girls while others chose fruit bowls,
flower baskets, sewing baskets and even shopping baskets. To
brighten the canework in these, coloured plastics were often used,
the weaving being done in continental style.
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We all enjoyed lessons outside on the school lawns, but owing
to occasional wet weather we were sometimes forced to continue
our work indoors.
On behalf of all the members of the club I would like to take
this opportunity to thank Mrs. Edwards for her helpful advice and
assistance which she has given us throughout this year, and I only
hope that next year other girls will find it just as interesting and
enjoyable as we have.
JENNY McNEILL
KNITTING CLUB I960
Owing to the increased popularity of the Knitting Club, the
number of members is much greater than last year.
This year many different articles have been made. The girls
have knitted a great variety of clothing from baby clothes to
“sloppy joes.” Tea cosies and gloves, etc., have also been made.
At Dr. Rossiter’s suggestion we have also decided to make a
number of felt toys for the Children’s Christmas Party at the Men
tal Hospital.
At the beginning of each term Paton and Baldwin, Melbourne,
have kindly sent a number of pattern books, featuring the latest
designs. We would like to take this opportunity of thanking them.
We also owe a great deal to Mme. Hansley for her never-end
ing patience and valuable assistance.
BARBARA VINCENT
CHRISTINE SILBERT
POTTERY
Clay is decomposed rock and is plastic in its wet state. While
it is in this plastic stage we use it to make various articles. Then it
is set aside carefully to dry for about 14 days, after which it is fired
to 1150° C. and is hardened like rock and emerges as “biscuit
ware.”
In this firing, pots can touch one another but in the second
“ghost” firing, each piece has to be placed separately on the shelf
and balanced on a “stilt” at the base. In order to avoid hot spots
in the kiln it is most important to see that an equal amount of air
space surrounds each piece of pottery.
The glaze which is put on the “biscuit ware” before it is fired
the second time is really a coating of glass which is compounded
from a special recipe and looks like shaving soap when put on.
But when it reaches a certain temperature it matures and becomes
glass-like. Besides beautifying the ware it makes it hygienic.
This year we have produced a large number of useful articles
and learnt the various methods of hand-building as well as the use
of the new potter’s wheel of which we are really proud.
TONI HOWARD
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LEATHER-WORK CLUB
Under the guidance of Miss Sanderson the leather work club
of 1960 has greatly extended its activities. Among the many fash
ions are a variety of leather goods such as a white halter and
leather made moccasins which are rather popular these days.
There is an arrangement of purses in all sizes and shapes. Along
with these a telephone book cover, book ends, and an attractive
leather camera case was made.
The club is held in the Domestic Science Room; it is small and
very select, the members ranging from first to third year. Some of
our members left us in second term for Mothercraft classes but have
returned again.
Although there are so few members the punches are always
busy and so there is always a queue waiting for the precious art
icles. For the advancement of the club we would like to thank
Miss Sanderson for her help and interest she has given to us this
year.
BETH McNAIRE and JENNY COONEY

TOUGH GUY!
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HOUSE ACTIVITIES
SPARTA
Captain: Jacqueline Rees
Vice-Captain: Penelope Grant-Smith
House Mistress: Mrs. Moore
This year Sparta has been honoured by having Jacqueline Rees
not only as House Captain but also as School Captain. She was
ably assisted by Penny Grant-Smith.
First on the agenda was swimming, in which the water nymphs
managed to part with their bikinis and and use the more conserva
tive racing suits. Their efforts were not in vain and our finned
friends led us to victory over the other houses, also sporting all
the champions. Congratulations, Penny, Gail, Kathy, Sue and other
smaller fish.
Junior Tennis and Senior and Junior Softball followed. The softball was not battled for enough by the seniors and though a valiant
effort was put up by the juniors we still occupied the bottom rung
of the ladder.
The Junior Tennis team emerged supreme victors and we hope
the Senior Tennis, not yet played, will prove as fruitful.
In Debating we proved to have the “gift of the gab” and talked
our way to first place.
Amid skinned knees and bruised shins in second term, our win
ter sportswomen fought courageously, but were beaten by Rome
and Athens for first place and shared third with Troy in the hockey.
In the basketball our efforts only brought us equal second with
Athens, being beaten by Troy.
This year a Music and Speech Festival was inaugurated and in
this our larks, our Potential Bachs and our poets respectively sang,
played and recited us to a convincing win over Athens, thus secur
ing yet another first honours.
The Magazine Competition proved keen and though no Van
Goghs seem apparent our literary work helped us to gain equal
second with Troy, trailing two points from Rome.
With the victories in Debating, Music and Speech Festival and
Magazine we are the winners of the Hotchin or Arts Cup and have
high hopes of being the Champion House this year.
Third term brought us to Athletics. Our biggest boost was to
win the senior marching and to come second in the junior. Our
thanks go to Mrs. Moore for her patience. Our hares and ball
players secured us equal second with Rome after a convincing win
by Athens. Congratulations, Athens.
Our sincere thanks go to Mrs. Moore, our house mistress who
has supported us and spurred us on to greater victories. Without
her our house would not have had such a successful year. Thanks
also to Jacky and Penny for their leadership, encouragement and
great example which they have set us during 1960.
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ROME
House Captain: Helen McNaught
Vice-Captain: Helen Dunn
House Mistress: Miss Swan

We were glad to welcome Helen McNaught as our House Cap
tain and Helen Dunn as Vice-Captain this year and we appreciate
their leadership and the interest they have shown throughout.
The main highlight of first term was the Swimming Sports, in
which we gained third place. Sparta was first and Troy second,
Sparta having the three champions.
Both senior and junior Softball this year ran concurrently with
junior tennis, a new arrangement which has proved very successful.
We were narrowly defeated by Troy but came second.
Second term arrived but despite the efforts at practices the
other Houses proved themselves superior in the basketball field,
leaving Rome last on the list. In the hockey, however, we fought
hard and achieved equal first place.
After a series of interesting debates, Rome came third, being
narrowly defeated by Sparta and Athens.
Owing to the wonderful gesture of Mr. and Mrs. Lamont the
"Music and Speech Festival” was conducted in memory of their
daughter Heather. This was very successful and brought to the fore
many of the school’s talented artists. This was for House points
and it enabled many girls who do not participate in sporting activi
ties to contribute towards their House.
All Romans worked hard for the House Magazine and we were
overjoyed to hear that we had won with our excellent efforts.
Third term came along and with it exams, athletics and senior
tennis. This year the Junior and Senior Sports were held separ
ately which gave the juniors a chance to show their ability at ath
letics and proved popular. Everyone worked hard and at the end of
the Senior Sports we found ourselves a very close second to Athens,
Diane Pearse and Roslyn Edwards being open and under 14 cham
pions respectively. Congratulations, Athens.
We would like to thank Miss Swan for her help and encourage
ment and hope all Romans will hold up the good name next year.

TROY
House Captain: Roma Tonkin
Vice-Captain: Merril Bulstrode
House Mistress: Mrs. Mathews

For all Trojans this year has not been as successful as other
years, but everything we have achieved has been supported and
encouraged by Mrs. Mathews, Roma and Merril, and if it weren’t
for them we would not even have done as well as we have.
First term dawned, and all enthusiastic Trojan swimmers
trained hard to be selected in the team. The competition was very
keen between Sparta and Troy. Many Trojans were suc
cessful in their "paddle” to the end of the Baths, and others
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although not as successful, were wonderful triers and helped to
make the day a success. But on the day Sparta proved just a little
too strong for us, but we swam in four points behind them, a very
creditable second.
Softball was also batted out in first term. Here again the com
petition was very strong, but both senior and junior Trojan teams
were undefeated, thanks to the excellent coaching we received from
Roma at our practices.
The junior tennis squad also played their tennis off in first
term, but once again Sparta proved too strong and Troy had to be
content with second place.
Debating was far from our strongest activity this year, and
although our team tried very hard we only managed to fill the
fourth position.
At the beginning of second term all Trojans arrived back at
school, armed with hockey sticks, and using hockey balls for ammu
nition prepared to "take aim” and fight out a "tough” battle.
But apparently our method of attack was not up to the stan
dard of Athens and Rome who were equal first, so Troy and Sparta
quite happily filled in equal third place together.
The Basketball team, however, made up for the mistakes of
the hockey team by winning their competition outright from Athens
and Sparta equal second.
This year a Speech and Music Festival was held for the first
time, in memory of the late Heather Lamont. This formed a new
tvpe of House competition, also the house choirs competed against
each other. Most Trojan choir practices were rather disorderly, and
it was not until either our house captain, or conductress, Shirley
Moore, threatened us that we would really attempt to sing, but
we survived, and on the day all Trojans found form, and to every
one’s surprise, we won.
This year’s house magazine proved to the captains and maybe
to some of our teachers that some could and some couldn’t do art,
or write essays and poems. As Trojans we were not noted for being
very good at such things as writing poems, but we tried and were
prepared for the worst. Fortunately it didn’t come; we were placed
equal second with Sparta, behind the Romans and Athens com
petitors were fourth.
Third term dawned, and all long-legged Trojans dived into vari
ous places to find their “spikes” which had been resting for the past
twelve months. Perhaps they had been resting a little too long, or
one would think so after seeing the final results. But we all en
joyed ourselves immensely, even if we did come last. The most
promising Trojan was Margaret Wheatley, who won the Under 16
Championship, and all Trojans join in congratulating her on a won
derful performance.
Senior House Tennis is yet to be played, and after it is finished
the winner of the House Cup will be decided.
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ATHENS
House Captain: Helen Barton
Vice-Captain: Pat Harris
House Mistress: Mrs. Lutz
Coming fourth in the Swimming Sports, Athens did not start the
year on a particularly triumphant note but, undaunted, we went
on to be the decisive winners of the Athletic Sports. The Athens
senior squad came second and the juniors third in the marching
at the opening of the Athletic Sports on October 1st. Athens was
in front, on points, all the way, both on the Saturday and also in
the events held before the actual Sports Day. We did well in our
ball games, which proves that we have pulled together as a team
and not only done our bit as individuals.
Here we should like to say how much we appreciate the help
and encouragement given by Mrs. Lutz, Helen Barton and Pat
Harris. It was due largely to their support and interest that the
girls of Athens were spurred to greater efforts and managed to
come equal first with Rome in the hockey and equal second with
Sparta in the basketball. In debating, another second term activity,
we were beaten into second place by Sparta. Patricia O’Reilly was
our most able coach and debating captain.
Athens did not come out on top in the House Magazine compe
tition but the final points showed a difference of only three points
between Rome, the winner, and the fourth placegetter, Athens. It
was certainly a very close result and Athenians have, indeed, no
cause to hang their heads.
This year, for the first time, an inter-house competition in the
form of an Internal Eisteddfod was held. This was suggested by
the parents of Heather Lamont in memory of their daughter. The
competition was won by Sparta and Athens obtained second place.
The house tennis matches have not yet yet been completed but
we hope we do as well in this field as we have in others.
We feel that Helen and Pat have both done very well to have
given so much of their time to us when they have their Leaving
examination to face, and this requires a great deal of work.
All Athenians are extremely grateful to Mrs. Lutz, Helen and
Pat, and to all the girls who have been in charge of the various
sports for the time and effort they have put into making Athens’
activities a success this year, and we hope this will express ade
quately our appreciation of the wonderful leaders we have had this
year.
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INTER-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
LIFESAVING NOTES
This year the lifesaving was
even more successful. Larger
numbers took the exams and re
sulted in 98 girls passing lifesav
ing tests from the Elementary to
the Award of Merit.
Five girls obtained the Award
of Merit. These were Elizabeth
Driscoll, Marilyn Dundas, Pam
Broomhall, Sandra Kelly and
Susan Pepper. This is an extreme
ly difficult test in which the
swimmer must perform water
skills, swim continuously for 880
yards in different strokes and
complete rescues and releases.
They are to be congratulated on
the high standard achieved.
Twelve girls received the Instruc
tor’s Certificate. These were re
quired to train a squad for other
awards, of which four must pass
awards higher than the Ele
mentary.
The number of awards gained
shows the keenness of the swim
mers and the good training which
prepared them. Special thanks
must be given to Miss Stevens
who organised the Life Saving
and to the examiners.
LIFESAVING AWARDS

I960
Water Safety and Resuscitation
Certificate: J. Scamp ton.
Elementary Certificate: H.
Blanckensee, B. Hood, N. House,
S. Jolley, J. Webster, G. Moir,
D. Stickland.
• Continued on page 55
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MARY URQUHART
Dux of School, 1959.
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JACQUELINE REES
School Captain, 1960.
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Dr. and Mrs. Rossiter

HOUSE LEADERS
Captains:
TROY
R. Tonkin

ROME
H. McNaught

M. Bulstrode

H. Dunn

ATHENS
H. Barton

SPARTA
J. Rees

Vice Captains:
P, Harris

P. Grant-Smith

i)

o

>

PREFECTS
Standing: W. Rudyard, L. Highet, M. Bulstrode, P. Smith, M. Payton,
P. O’Reilly, P. Harris.
Sitting: R. Tonkin, H. McNaught, The Principal, J. Rees, H. Barton,
R. Phelan.

L Mi

I_____ ____

ASSOCIATE PREFECTS

Back row: C. Squire, M. Sutton, C. Perry, S. Kelly, Y. Murdoch.
Front row: H. Osborne, R. Long, B. Norrish,
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“COLLEGIAN” COMMITTEE
Back row: R. Long (Sub Editor), B. Norrish, A. Way, R. Erickson
L. Highet.
Front row: J. Wetters, R. Hart (Editor), B. Pope, V. Patsovannis.

WINNERS IN MUSIC AND ART OF SPEECH CONTEST
Standing: J. Webster, P. Aquino, G. Morrell, R. Jones, R. Jones,
M. Sutton, G. Ransom, G. Devlin, R. Long.
Kneeling: H. Gamble, M. Crowe, K. Mathews, M. Palmer, N. Devlin.
Sitting: C. Blakeley, J. Orr, K. McDougall, J. Johnstone.
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Scene from “School for Scandal”

THE SCHOOL PLAY
Scene from “School for Scandal”
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SWIMMING COLOURS
Back row: S. Pepper, P. Smith, M. Dundas.
Front row: G. Mounsey, E. Driscoll, H. Grimbly

pSRjjjg

SWIMMING — AWARD OF MERIT
Left to right:

E.

Driscoll, P. Broomhall, S.
S. Kelly.

Pepper,

M.

Dundas,
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BASKETBALL “A” TEAM
Back row: R. Hart, H. McNaught, L. Richardson, H. Gamble.
Front row: J. Stewart, G. Don (Capt.), J. Williams.

:
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—-----------------
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BASKETBALL “B” TEAM
Back row: R. Edwards, S. Teakle, P. Broomhall, H. Ward.
Front row: L. Highet, R. Phelan (Capt.), G. Mounsey.
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HOCKEY “A" TEAM
Left to right: R. Tonkin, S. Moore, M. O’Donnell, M. Barrett,
P. Harris (Capt.), E. Sutherland, T. Ladyman, D. Pearse, J. Richter.
Front row: H. Barton (Vice Capt.), D. Wright.

"'st \

HOCKEY “B” TEAM
Back row: H. Dunn, E. Driscoll, V. Brayne, J. Rees (Capt.), F. Kitto,
B. Harris, J. Schultz.
Front row: L. Tonkin, P. Bignell, D. Rosen, P. Grant-Smith (Vice
Capt.).
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DEBATING
L. Silbert, R. Phelan, J. Rees, P. Smith, M. Sutton.

'3ryc[
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HI I
TENNIS TEAM
Back row: Slazenger — G. Don, P. Harris, M. Barrett, H. Barton.
Front row: Mursell — D, Rosen, T. Ladyman, M. Payton, J. Rees.
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“A” SOFTBALL
Kneeling: L. Tonkin, M. Dundas, E. West, Miss Miell, W. Coleman,
J. Kerr.
Sitting: G. Don, D. Pearse, R. Tonkin, T. Ladyman, F. Kitto.
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“B” SOFTBALL
Back row: H. Bastian, P. Bignell, J. Schultz, B. Harris, D. Rosen.
Front row: E. Driscoll, M. Payton, M. O’Donnell, P. Harris, H. Ward.
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ATHLETICS
D. Pearse, J. Williams, S. Redclift, M. Sippi.
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GYMNASTICS
C. Nasso, G. Arthur, P. Norton, A. Klein.
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Proficiency Certificate: W. Best, H. Blanckensee, N. Devlin, N. Duffield, B. Hood, N. House, S. Jolley, J. Manning, M. McWaters,
J. Webster, S. Gliddon, J. Bailey, S. Horry, L. Atkinson, P. Lee,
E. Scott, E. E. van Veen.
Intermediate Star: M. Yewers, R. Phelan, L. Highet, P. O’Reilly,
J. Jones, A. Sorensen, J. Johnson, C. Hornsby P. Hayes, M. Ken
nedy, K. Stark, S. Hollis, R. Collins, C. Sales, V. Gibb, S. Gliddon,
J. Bailey.
Bronze Medal: M. Bulstrode, H. McNaught, P. Grant Smith, P.
O’Reilly, S. Moore, A. Way, D. Wright, C. Anderson, L. Smart,
P. Simon, J. Cooney, V. Gibb, L. Taylor, L. Schell, C. Brownley.
Bar: C. Slattery, J. Allen, J. Waters.
Bronze Cross: K. Heatly, F. Taylor, H. Rudyard, S. Kekwick, S.
Kelly, R. Cullingworth, B. Broun, W. Rudyard, A. Klein.
Instructor’s Certificate: B. Broun, H. Grimbly, D. Henderson, S.
Kelly, F. Manning, V. Nockolds, B. Pope, W. Rudyard, J. Waters,
L. Edwards, D. Harvey.
Award of Merit: E. Driscoll, P. Broomhall, M. Dundas, S. Kelly,
S. Pepper.
Mistresses: Miss Stevens, Miss Miell.

SCHOOL TENNIS NOTES
TENNIS COLOURS.—G. Don, H. Barton, M. Barrett, P. Harris.
Although we were not as successful as we were last year in the
Interschool Tennis Competition, the team put up a fine perform
ance to obtain a close second to St. Hilda’s, who won by seven
games. At the beginning of the season the team had successful wins
over St. Mary’s, Presbyterian Ladies’ College and Perth College,
but St. Hilda’s proved to be our hardest opponent.
Other competitions, the Slazenger Cup, the Mursell Cup and
the Herbert Edwards Cup were held first term and Methodist
Ladies’ College entered six strong teams. The Slazenger team,
although seeded second, were most unfortunate to be eliminated in
the first round by Victoria Square but our Mursell and Herbert
Edwards teams survived a few rounds.
The members of all the school teams, both the senior and
junior, would like to thank Miss Jegust for her useful help, her
ready advice, her unfailing support, and also to thank her for the
great sacrifices she made in both time and energy to ensure that all
teams would be ready for inter-school competition.
The school tennis tournaments are being held during third term
and by the number of entries received in all sections the competi
tion promises to be keen as we are most fortunate in having the
State under 17 titleholder, Gwenda Don, as number one player for
the school.
In all, the tennis year of 1960 has not been entirely unsuccess
ful and I am sure that the teams of the future will have even more
success.
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HOCKEY NOTES
For the fifth successive year our “A” hockey team won the
Premiership Shield in the inter-school competition this year. This
is a truly remarkable achievement and the members of the team
and Miss Jegust, their coach, deserve our highest praise and con
gratulations.
To be chosen as a member of an "A” Grade Premiership team
is a great honour. It requires not only ability with the hockey
stick but also a keen sense of teamwork, co-operation and the de
termined will to just do your best at all times. I feel that the girls
of the 1960 team have indeed displayed these qualities. At the end
of the first round they had been defeated once by Perth College
and held equal second place on the progressive points list. How
ever, in the final round the girls put all they had into their hockey
and as a result sowed the seed to reap the reward. They did not
lose a match and thus retained the Hockey Shield for M.L.C.
An innovation in the Inter-school Hockey Competition this
year was a separate pennant to be awarded to the “B” Grade Pre
miers. Our “B” team had a wonderful season, and, since we did not
suffer one defeat, became the inaugural winners of this Pennant.
Again our “under 15” team, under the able eye of Miss Stevens,
acquitted themselves creditably and emerged from their competition
as the outstanding “under 15” team of the season. It is extremely
pleasing to note the ability and enthusiasm among our Juniors, for
it is these girls who will form our future “A” teams. I do trust
they continue with their good work and retain the high standard
which has been achieved by their predecessors in the field of hockey.
“C” Team. Runners-up this year. A very keen group of players,
full of determination and a willingness to learn the finer points of
the game, which should mean promotion for some next year. Team
spirit was high and games were most enjoyable.
HOCKEY “A” TEAM
Pat Harris, Captain (C.H.): Led the team with enthusiasm,
and played some outstanding games. Good stick work enabled quick
interception and strong passes sent the team into attack. Made
many fine scores in the defensive area, although apt at times to
cover too much ground. Through consistent effort and experience
Pat has reached a very fine standard in this position. Colours 1960.
Helen Barton, Vice-Captain (R.F.B.): Has a very good tackle
and a long clearing drive, the ball finding the forwards on more
than one occasion. Helen has been a very sound, reliable member
of the team and has defended with vigour and assurance. Improved.
Colours 1960.
Roma Tonkin: Overcame early uncertainties to play very strong
ly when needed most. Combined well with the right full back, has a
good tackle and a good push shot to clear, but needs to develop a
stronger drive to complete the all-round performance required of
this position. Improved. Colours 1960.
J. Richter (R.H.B.): Played very good attacking hockey and
did not allow the opponents to settle down; tackled with determin
ation and set the forwards into attack with well-directed passes.
A fine performance. Colours 1960.
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M. O’Donnell (L.H.B.): Gradually mastered the difficulties of
this position, intercepted well and developed a good cross pass to
the R.I. and R.W. Position play improved as the season progressed
and stifled the opposing right wing attacks. Improved. Colours 1960.
T. Ladyman (C.F.): Has natural ability with beautiful stick
work and controlled passing. Lacks speed at times in the circle but
Thea’s general position play and willingness to pass to other un
marked forwards made her a valued member of the team. Colours
1960.
D. Pearse (R.W.): A talented player, with plenty of speed, a
good pick up, and strong attacking shots for goal. Has matured
this season. Her twelve goals were hard earned and a fine contri
bution to this, Dianne’s last season. Colours 1960.
D. Wright (R.I.): First year in the “A,” missed early games
due to illness, later settled down to combine well with R.W. Has
natural ability, stick work is excellent, but is inclined to fiddle with
the ball, and needs greater penetration in the circle. Improved.
Colours 1960.
M. Barrett (L.I.): First year in the “A” ranks. Works well
with the L.W. Circle work much improved, scored goals when the
team needed them most, particularly in the final match. Must de
velop a strong shot for goal on the edge of the circle but a good
performance. Colours 1960.
Beth Sutherland (L.W.): Played with determination and has
the speed this position requires. Improved pick-up and disposal of
the ball generally, furthered the interests of the other forwards.
Needs to improve stick work, but a good performance. Colours 1960.
RESULTS
ABC

9th June v. St. Hilda’s ...................................
16th June v. South Perth .............................
23rd June v. St. Mary’s ..................................
30th June v. P.L.C............................................
7th July v. P.C.................................................
14th July v. St. Hilda’s .................................
21st July v. South Perth .............................
28th July v. St. Mary’s ..................................
4th August v. P.L.C.........................................
11th August v. P.C........................................ —.
Social Matches

2-2
—
6-0
5-2
0-1
4-0
—
5-1
2-1
2-0

3-1
—
1-0
2-1
0-0
3-0
—
2-1
1-0
4-1
A

5-2
7-0
6-0
5-2
—
5-0
5-0
3-0
5-2
B

John Curtin v. M.L.C. (to M.L.C.) ............................. 5-3
2-2
P.M.S. v. M.L.C. to M.L.C.) ........................................... 5-3
P.M.S. v. M.L.C. (to P.M.S.) .......................................... 1-0
Congratulations to Judith West, chosen for the Australian Uni
versity Team 1960.
“A” Grade

“C” Grade

1st—M.L.C., 14 pts.
2nd—Perth College, 11 pts.
3rd—P.L.C., 8 pts.
4th—St. Hilda’s, 7 pts.
5th—St. Mary’s, 1 pt.

1st—P.L.C., 16 pts.
2nd—M.L.C., 12 pts.
3rd—St. Hilda’s, 8 pts.
4th—St. Mary’s, 4 pts.
5th—South Perth, 0 pts.
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“B” Grade
1st—M.L.C., 15 pts.
2nd—St. Hilda’s, 11 pts.
3rd—Perth College, 8 pts.
4th—P.L.C., 6 pts.
5th—St. Mary’s, 0 pts.
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Under 15 Years
1st—M.LC., 12 pts.
2nd—St. Hilda’s, 10 pts.
3rd—P.L.C., 7 pts.
—Perth College 7 pts.
5th—St. Mary’s, 0 pts.

BASKETBALL NOTES
This year the basketball season did not prove as successful as
the preceding years. We began rather unsuccessfully by being de
feated very narrowly by St. Hilda’s in the first match of the sea
son. The second match also proved rather disappointing when again
our team was defeated by the St. Mary’s team. By the third match,
however, everyone had been training hard and felt in top form.
The team, feeling very confident, played and defeated the Presby
terian Ladies’ College, giving us a comfortable win. During the
fourth match against Perth College we once more lacked the ability
to play as a team, thus were once more defeated narrowly. Such
was the position at the end of the first round.
At the beginning of the second round St. Hilda’s again proved
too strong for us. Our second match with St. Mary’s, however,
proved to be a very hard and accurate game, ending in a draw.
Our next match with Presbyterian Ladies’ College, however, gave
us our second decisive win. To finish the season of 1960, however,
Perth College again defeated us in a very close game.
Although we did not gain many victories, all the girls had a
very enjoyable but hard training season. We all wish to ex
press our thanks to Miss Miell for her enthusiasm and excellent
coaching which she gave to both the “A" and “B” basketball teams.
The close of the season gave us the final positions, with St.
Hilda’s first, Perth College second, St. Mary’s third and M.L.C.
fourth.
For the “B” grade basketball, however, it proved to be a most
successful season with M.L.C. and P.L.C. both gaining first place. In
the “C” grade it proved a completely victorious season with M.L.C.
gaining first place quite comfortably.
The girls in the under 15 basketball team, also wound the
season up quite successfully by gaining a second place, with South
Perth in first place.
Goal Shooter
Helen McNaught: Very accurate goal shooter. Used height to
advantage under the goal post. A neat player but lacked tenacity.
Received colours.
Goal Attack
Helen Grimbly: Aggressive player in attack. Inclined to be an
individualist. A reliable goal thrower. With more discipline should
be a useful team member next year.
Wing Attack
Rosalie Hart: Speedy player in attack. More concentration
needed on her defence game. Tried but had difficulty in always
combining effectively with the goal shooters.
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Centre

June Williams: Consistently the best player throughout the
season. Brilliant in attack, which she played with speed, intelli
gence and with excellent ball control. Needs to concentrate more
fully on her defence. She received her colours. Her experience
should prove invaluable next year.
Wing Defence

Gwenda Don (Captain): Excellent ball control. Played consis
tently throughout the season. Very good in attack and reliable in
defence. Always dependable in a crisis, was awarded colours.
Defence Goal and Goalkeeper

Lesley Richardson and Jill Stewart: Lacked experience at be
ginning of matches but combined increasingly well as the season
progressed. Always tried hard. This year’s experience should prove
invaluable to them.
RESULTS
B

A

M.L.C. d. St. H., 25-23.
M.L.C. d. S.P. M.L.C., 23-21.
M.L.C. d. St. Mary’s, 31-27.
M.L.C. v. P.L.C., 20-19.
M.L.C. d. P.C., 22-14.
St. H. d. M.L.C., 22-13.
M.L.C. d. S.P. M.L.C., 38-16.
St. Mary’s d. M.L.C., 21-16.
P.L.C. d. M.L.C., 27-25.
M.L.C. d. P.C., 25-16.
The final results of all the basketball teams were:-

St. H. d. M.L.C., 29-26.
St. Mary’s d. M.L.C., 34-26.
M.L.C. d. P.L.C., 41-39.
P.C. d. M.L.C., 23-19.
St. H. d. M.L.C., 31-26.
M.L.C. v. St. Mary’s, 27 all.
M.L.C. d. P.L.C., 20-18.
P.C. d. M.L.C., 33-30.

“C” Grade

“A” Grade

1st—St. Hilda’s, 14 pts.
2nd—Perth College, 10 pts.
3rd—St. Mary’s, 7 pts.
4th—M.L.C., 5 pts.
5th—P.L.C., 4 pts.
“B” Grade

1st—M.L.C. and P.L.C., 14 pts.
3rd—St. Hilda’s, 11 pts.
4th—St. Mary’s, 10 pts.
5th—Perth College, 9 pts.
6th—South Perth, 9 pts.

1st—M.L.C., 19 pts.
2nd—St. Mary’s, 16 pts.
3rd—P.L.C., 10 pts.
4th—South Perth, 6 pts.
5th—St. Hilda’s, 5 pts.
6th—Perth College, 4 pts.
Under 15 Years
1st—South Perth, 20 pts.
2nd—M.L.C., 10 pts.
3rd—P.L.C. and St. Mary’s, 9 pts.
5th—St. Hilda’s, 8 pts.
6th—Perth College, 4 pts.

SOFTBALL NOTES
SOFTBALL COLOURS.—L. Tonkin, R. Tonkin, T. Ladyman,
W. Coleman, D. Pearse, E. West, F. Kitto, G. Don, P. Harris.

For the last two years the standard of softball has been ex
tremely high, resulting in three premierships. The A and B teams
are as yet undefeated, and hopes are high that we shall repeat the
previous victory, as everyone is working well and are very keen.
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The Under 15 A and B teams have lost one match each. There is
good talent in these junior teams, but they will need to work hard
to cultivate it.
In the first round we played St. Hilda’s:—
A: M.L.C. defeated St. Hilda’s, 40-10.
B: M.L.C. defeated St. Hilda’s, 37-6.
Under 15, A: M.L.C. defeated St. Hilda’s, 31-27.
Under 15, B: M.L.C. defeated St. Hilda’s, 18-16.
Under 15, C: M.L.C. defeated St. Hilda’s, 44-23.
In the second round we played M.L.C. South Perth:—
A: M.L.C. Claremont defeated M.L.C. South Perth 64-1.
B: M.L.C. Claremont defeated M.L.C. South Perth, 62-9.
Under 15, A: M.L.C. Claremont defeated M.L.C. South Perth,
19-8.
Under 15, B: M.L.C. Claremont defeated M.L.C. South Perth,
30-8.
In the third round we played St. Mary’s:—
A: M.L.C. defeated St. Mary’s, 10-5.
B: M.L.C. defeated St. Mary’s, 8-2.
Under 15, A: M.L.C. lost to St. Mary’s, 18-36.
Under 15, B: M.L.C. lost to St. Mary’s, 9-10.
In the fourth round we played P.L.C.
A: M.L.C. defeated P.L.C., 9-3.
B: M.L.C. defeated P.L.C., 12-10.
Under 15, A: M.L.C. lost to P.L.C., 10-12.
Under 15, B: M.L.C. defeated P.L.C., 26-18
The final match against P.C. will be played on November 10th.
The girls in all the teams are sincerely grateful to Miss Jegust,
who coached the under 15 teams and Miss Miell who coached the
A and B sides.

SENIOR DEBATING CRITIQUE
This year’s debating went with the usual enthusiasm, and
challenge offered by the new method of impromptu debates was
well met.
The disappointment at the loss of the shield was natural but
we feel that to come second in a field of fourteen starters was no
mean achievement.
Debating colours went to Rosalind Phelan, who is a powerful
debater, assisted by good common sense; Megan Sutton, who has a
good voice and a forceful and convincing presentation; Jacqueline
Rees, whose command of words added to her classical knowledge
and forthright presentation, was an asset to the team.
Penny Smith’s sense of humour and appreciation of the
dramatic made her valuable in the less serious type of subject.
Lesley Silbert has a steady logic and good presentation which
make a good audience appeal.
Other debaters who have made their mark and who should do
well in next year’s teams are Maris Palmer, Beverley Pope and
Elizabeth Driscoll. The fact that there are a goodly number of
promising debaters should make M.L.C. a force to be reckoned with
in 1961.
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Jkcade
This year has been a most interesting one for the girls of Bar
clay House.
We have had a number of new girls enrolled this year. Unfor
tunately we had one leave us as her family have gone to Sydney.
We were very sorry to see Suzanne Coleman go, also shortly we are
to lose Jennifer Hoare, whose father has also been transferred to
Canberra. We will miss Jenny very much as she has been with us
since our kindergarten days. She has kindly given us a donation of
money which our teachers have put to very good use and bought
us a big World globe. This will certainly prove very educational
to us all.
At the beginning of the year we watched the swimming sports
and saw a very good display of swimming and diving. We were
allowed in for a quick swim in the shallow end of the baths. It was
good to get in the water because it was a very warm day.
Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd have been away on a tour overseas
and we are looking forward to their return. Dr. Rossiter has been
with us and we have liked having him.
We have two boarders in Barclay House, both in Grade IV.
We were pleased this year with our new lockers and desks,
also we have had some lovely new books added to our library.
We have had two nice outings this year, firstly to the Zoo,
where all Barclay House were taken by a special bus, accompanied
by our two teachers, Mrs. Edwards and Mrs. Woodend; on this
outing we were also taken over the Old Mill.
Another outing we had was to the Wild Life Show at Perth
Town Hall. This was most interesting for the girls from Grade ni
and IV.
We are looking forward to our annual school sports which are to
be held with Langsford House. We hope to do well for our Houses
and also that the weather keeps fine.
Later in the year we will have our first real Speech Day, when
for the first time we are to wear white dresses.
Altogether it has proved a very interesting and happy year
for us all.
NOLA KITCHER, Grade IV, age 9.

(Contributions
MY DOG
My dog is brown and white,
She is so clean and bright,
She jumps on my bed at night
And gives me such a fright.
PENELOPE KEELEY, age 7, Grade H
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MY PONY
I have a little pony,
His name is Macaroni;
I ride him in the show,
And you should see him go!
He’s
And
Any
He’s

very good at jumping,
you may hear him thumping;
time you see him,
always bright and gleaming.
ROBYN SORENSEN, age 9, Grade IV

WISHING
I wish I were a croaking frog,
But where would I sleep? On a log?
I’d sit there croaking day by day,
And never get time to play.
Nay, stay! I wish I were a busy bee,
That flies from wattle tree to tree.
I’d gather nectar from the flowers,
But no, that’d waste too many hours.
Oh, no! I’d rather be a little girl.
Who sits and knits, plain and purl,
Because these are happy days for me,
Going to school at M.L.C.
NOLA KITCHER, age 9, Grade IV

A LOVELY MORNING WALK
I see a bird with coloured wing,
And think how nicely he can sing.
A snow white cloud goes drifting by
Like snow-capped mountains in a clear blue sky.
And as I walk through the pass
I can smell the fresh green grass.
VALERIE DAVIES, age 9, Grade IV

THE MOON
One night as I lay in my bed
I saw the moon shine overhead.
He looked at me as if to say,
“I’ll keep you safe till break of day.”
His jolly face was round and bright,
And, as I fell asleep that night,
I knew that I quite safe would be
Whilst Mr. Moon watched over me.
CHERYL BOATWRIGHT, age 9, Grade IV
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GREEN PASTURES
I know a place where the pastures are green,
Where the horses graze safe and serene,
Under the shade of the big gum trees
Are the hives of the little busy bees.
LOUISE VIVIAN, age 8, Grade III.

MY KITTEN
I have a little kitten
Of three months old,
And I wouldn’t sell her
For lots of gold.
The naughty little kitten
Keeps very still at night,
Then he wakes, and wakes me, too,
He is so nice and bright.
VANDA COOKE, age 7, Grade III

THINKING
Of singing birds and fluffy clouds,
Of green, green grass and coloured flowers,
Of rumbling, tumbling, gurgling creeks,
And of the passing spring showers.
Of the singing birds trilling at dawn,
The rustling, whirling leaves,
The bunnies scampering off in the morn,
And the buzzing, humming bee.
JENIFER COCK, age 9, Grade IV.

ADVENTURES ON THE FARM
One day I was gathering gumnuts in the paddock quite close to
the house. Suddenly I looked up and saw a white cow charging me.
I screamed with fright, and ran for the house. Mum was shaking
the tablecloth and when she heard me scream she ran out and
waved the tablecloth in the cow’s face. It was frightened, so it
ran away. Dad sold the cow after that.
DEBORAH HOUSE, age 8, Grade III
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LANGSFORD HOUSE NOTES
We have now completed our third year at Langsford House,
and 1960 has passed very quickly for us—probably because of the
busy time we’ve had.
At the beginning of the year we were pleased to welcome
Mrs. Moore, mistress of Grade 5 and the school singing mistress.
Our musical activities commenced early in first term, when we
sang at the anniversary of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
At the Music Festival in July we competed with fourteen choirs,
and were very pleased to reach the finals. We were eliminated,
but managed to satisfy our supporters.
Great enthusiasm was shown when our first internal festival
was held, and many girls entered from Langsford House. Kerry
McDougall (Singing), Cheryl Blakeley (Speech) and Jocelyn Orr
(Pianoforte) were the winners of their sections, though many other
girls were able to win points for their houses.
In October we held our first operetta, in which every one of us
took part. It was fun all the way, the preparation and the perform
ance, and we felt well rewarded because we were able to give over
£65 to Mr. Shepherd, to be used to assist the Methodist Youth Fel
lowship Camp Appeal and improve the lighting in our Recreation
Hall.
In sport, Jay Thorn gained a House Mark for Sparta in the
Swimming Sports. At our Junior School Sports, Susan Dyer
(Sparta) was Junior Champion with Dianne Stickland (Rome)
runner-up. Sparta was first, followed by Troy, Rome and then
Athens. Our Junior Relay Team won at our own sports, St. Mary’s
and St. Hilda’s, and we feel very proud of them for their hat-trick.
Many life-saving certificates were awarded this year, and Susan
Hollis gained her Intermediate Star.
We congratulate Lynn Atkinson, who passed her qualifying
exam and was successful in gaining a Metropolitan Scholarship.
Junior Fellowship meetings have been held on Wednesdays this
year, and we thank the girls who have come over so regularly to
conduct the meetings.
At the end of second term, Grade 7 girls made their annual
visit to the Slow Learners’ School at Innaloo. This is always a
special outing, with transport in “combies” provided, and we thank
all the people who made us welcome and provided such a delicious
morning tea. We helped again at their annual fete in October by
taking charge of a Post Office stall and by our own efforts were able
to donate £33 to swell their funds.
Positions of houses for Citizenship marks are Sparta 114,
Athens 97, Troy 95 and Rome 93.
Our monitors this year have been Joy Thorn, Maureen Myles
and Janice Allanson. They have been most reliable and dependable
and have played a very helpful part in the smooth running of the
school.
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We wish this year’s Grade 7 every success when they com
mence their secondary schooling as little girls, and say goodbye to
all girls who are leaving us to live in other countries or States.
Best of luck to all for 1961.

oCan^ord —Jdouie Cdontrilutioni
THE CHICKEN POX
Two weeks ago I went to bed
With an awful feeling in my head.
Next morning I awoke to see
Small pink spots all over me.
Mummy sighed in great distress,
And said, "Oh dear, you look a mess.
I’ll phone the doctor to come quick;
It looks to me as if you’re sick.”
The doctor looked at me and said
“I’m afraid you’ll have to stay in bed.”
He gave me some tabs and pills in a box,
He said they’d cure the chicken pox.
I grew so bored while in my bed,
And wished I were at school instead.
I’m back at school, I’m pleased to say,
And like school better every day.
KAREN GOLDING, Grade VII

MY HOME COUNTRY
I am a very lucky girl to have travelled but that is not what
I am going to write about. I am going to write about Brunei, a
little State near North Borneo.
I was born in Borneo and have been there all my life before
I came here to Australia in 1958.
Our house was a large spacious house on the foot of a jungle
coated hill which is still familiar to me.
There are always large and beautiful shells to find on its
beaches. There is a lovely coral island there called “Pealong Rocks.”
I have not been there very often, but it is inhabited by seagulls.
When I did go there I always made sure I was equipped with
bathers and good goggles. These were to swim among the rocks
and under the deep waters to watch the coloured fish go by. Look
ing for blue starfish and wonderful coral is great fun and very
interesting.
Not all Malays are Christians but at Christmas time you have
at least twenty-eight people at your house. As some come in. others
go out. This starts at about 9.30 a.m. till 2.30 p.m. and then you
can settle down to your Christmas dinner.
This country is one I will never forget.
MAUREEN MYLES, Grade VII
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MY GARDEN
I have a little garden plot
My Daddy dug for me;
It’s in a very pretty spot,
Just by a shady tree.
I’ve planted many kinds of flowers
In my garden bed;
Petunias, stocks and pansies bright,
Daisies white and red.
There’s quite a lot of work, you know,
In a garden too;
Weeding, raking, watering,
Are jobs I have to do.
I really like my garden best
When my flowers bloom,
Then Mummy comes and picks a few
For our sitting room.
SUSAN ALLANSON Grade V.

NIGHTMARE OF THE OPERETTA
I turned off the light, clambered into bed and lay thinking,
rather nervously about the operetta, “Jan of Windmill Land” in
which I was a soloist.
“Oh, dear,” I thought. “What will I do if I squeak on that high
note? It’s only two days to the operetta. Oh well.” I yawned, and
drifted off to sleep.
I awoke on the stage in our gymnasium, only was it a gym
nasium? It strikingly resembled a Chinese pagoda. Oh, no, it
couldn’t be! It was! There out in front of us was our singing mis
tress, Mrs. Moore, but she was Mrs. Moore no longer. She had
turned into a Chinaman, complete with slanting eyes and a pigtail.
Looking around, I noticed that all the other children near me
seemed to be Chinese.
We finished the opening chorus, which instead of going—
“Land of Dykes and Windmills,
Land of Fire and Flood,
Bravely have thy People
All the Foes withstood”
went
“Land of Chop Suey and Pigtails,
Land of almond eyes,
Land of paper houses
And of brilliant skies.”
Jan, the main character, rushed on, bowed low, and said to a
fierce-Iooking Chinese lady, who was sitting with her two daugh
ters, “Oh, honourable lady, hast thou heard the news?”
From there the operetta continued smoothly until the song,
“See, see, now they’re drawing nigh.” I saw they were waving cut
lasses, instead of their hands. I began to feel a little frightened, but
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when the Mikado arrived instead of St. Nicholas I was speechless.
He had a huge dagger, and as he came on to the stage he went
straight for me, waving it fiercely. I screamed!
“Kerry! Kerry! Whatever’s the matter? Have you been having
a nightmare?”
This was my mother’s voice and, as it disturbed my slumbers,
I awoke and found myself in my own bed.
A nightmare? It certainly had been one. I decided to concen
trate on my part in the operetta and leave my plans for my visit
to China until a much later date.
KERRY McDOUGALL, Grade VII

GRADE VI — "THE ANGELS"
Twenty little smiling faces,
Happy with our work,
Always ready in our places,
Toil we never shirk.
’Rithmetic our favourite subject,
Homework always up to date;
Spelling learnt and writing perfect
Always in our beds by eight.
Sport we love, and social studies
Find us eager, keen to learn;
Hair is neat and desks are tidy,
Manners are our chief concern.
This is how we see each other:
Angels, yes, the best you’ll find.
But our teacher says “What nonsense!
You are nothing of the kind!”

HIGHLIGHTS OF SPORTS DAY
This year’s Langsford House Sports were held on Friday, the
31st September.
Barclay House took part and we had some very amusing
moments watching them in their events, especially the potato race.
This year’s championship was won by Susan Dyer of Sparta.
Diane Stickland of Rome was runner-up.
Our relay team had a pleasing success this year when they won
the 6 x 75 yards interschool relay. Other schools competing were
South Perth M.L.C., St. Mary’s, P.L.C. and Perth College.
Some events caused much entertainment. One of these was
the obstacle race, in which competitors had to crawl under a very
low form as well as perform other awkward movements. It was
evident that the smaller girls would have a better chance to win
this race, and so it proved.
The team events caused great excitement and drew much en
thusiastic cheering from house supporters. Most events were evenly
contested but this year Sparta came out on top, followed by Troy,
Rome and Athens.
JANICE ALLANSON, Grade VII
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THE NIGHT OF THE EISTEDDFOD
It was Monday night; the night of the singing festival in which
the Langsford House choir was performing.
The choir gathered outside the Town Hall at the appointed
hour, and we all stood shivering, waiting for our fate. Occasionally
we muttered to our next door neighbours in an effort to calm our
nerves, but the efforts were fruitless, so we soon relapsed into a
deadly silence. All thoughts were of the coming ordeal, and all of
them were nightmares. Some superstitious girls were grumbling
and worrying, for our choir number was thirteen.
At long last we were told to enter the long, cold supper room
which served as waiting room. It was silent and eerie, and it seemed
to threaten us with the fact that we would not be in the finals.
We straightened our ties, patted our hair, pulled up our socks,
rubbed our shoes, tied and retied our shoe laces—all to stop shaking
fingers.
Then a voice came from the door telling us to take our place
on the stage.
Take our place on the stage! How could we when our pianist
wasn’t there? For a moment everyone panicked, but a minute later
she calmly walked in, smiled, then took her place at the piano.
We wiped cupfuls of perspiration from our foreheads, then
trotted on to the stage.
Without a word we took up our positions and prepared for the
event.
In about three hours’ time (three minutes to be exact) the
gentle tinkle of the adjudicator’s bell sounded sweetly in our ears.
The curtain was raised and we were displayed to the audience . . .
Our songs were finished, and we all sat waiting, hearts jump
ing, fingers crossed, ears alert.
Then the adjudicator solemnly walked to the stage. He had for
gotten something. Back he went, fetched it, then walked sedately
to the stage.
After a long speech about the beauty of London and a dozen
other things, he announced the finalists . . . Choirs three, six, seven
—thirteen.
What rejoicings! Our excited chatter seemed to fill the Town
Hall.
We were one of the finalists!
LYNN ATKINSON, Grade VII
BOARDERS' NIGHT OUT
On Friday night, October 14th, Grade 7 boarders had a night
out. It was the night of the slow learners’ fete at Innaloo. Usually
only four Grade 7 boarders go, but we received a pleasant surprise
from Dr. Rossiter when he gave permission for all the Grade 7
boarders to go. We managed to seat six girls in with Mr. and Mrs.
Moore and five in Mrs. Palmer’s little Morris Minor. We were all
quite thrilled as we started on the journey because we don’t go
out very often in the evening. We were a bit unsettled at first, but
soon calmed down. Each car went in an opposite direction as each
driver was used to his own route.
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We arrived there about 6.45 and the two groups met at the
gates. The gates were shut when we arrived but all V.I.Ps. were
allowed through if you were to have a stall. As soon as we were in
the grounds we were kept occupied by rubbing ourselves with
“Ping” to keep the mosquitoes off us. We set about at once to
arrange our stall and at 7 o’clock the gates opened. Our stall was
very popular and the parcels went quite quickly. Some of the girls
went and helped on other stalls. There was a Salvation Army band
and a junior group of marching girls.
Mrs. Palmer gave permission for us to have hot dogs and they
were well worth the money. One girl bought a jar of pickled onions
to take home and Mr. Moore presented us with bag of carrots for
extra vitamins. Soon the time came for us to return to school. We
had altogether collected £33 towards the slow learners.
On the way back we were very happy and began to sing songs.
We started with hit tunes, then got down to songs from the oper
etta. The girls in Mrs. Palmer’s car said that the speed limit was
only ten m.p.h and told her to go in the wrong direction. For a
while we thought we were going the wrong way, but we finally
came out on to Stirling Highway.
In Mrs. Moore’s car they stopped to look at the Speedway.
They saw a motor bike start up and roar up the runway.
It was rather late when we turned into the gateway of M.L.C.,
but we were not tired. It was about 9.30 when we arrived at
Langsford House. We enjoyed ourselves very much and were very
sorry that the outing was over. We said goodnight to Mr. and Mrs.
Moore and Mrs. Palmer on the front steps and thanked them for
making our enjoyable outing possible.
JOY THORN and LOIS CLARKE, Grade VII.
MY UNUSUAL PET

My pet is a moustached Guenon monkey which Dad brought
back from Africa. It is only a baby and was found by a native
hunter and sold to Dad.
When I give him his saucer of milk he trembles all over with
excitement, and then dives head first into the milk. Sitting there,
he makes gurgling noises of happiness into the milk for a while,
then he starts drinking it. It is gone in two minutes.
There were times during his first meals with me when he was
convinced that I was waiting an opportunity to take his saucer
away from him. Giving a quavering scream of rage, he would end
my plot, by the simple idea of leaping in the air and landing in the
centre of the saucer with a splash, where he would sit glaring at
me triumphantly. By the time the meal was finished the floor
looked as though we had milked a large and healthy cow over it.
He is greenish-grey with buttercup yellow cheek patches and a
white shirt front.
When I first saw him I immediately christened him Sweetiepie
(because of his docile nature), but I was soon to realise my mistake.
FRANCES CLEMENTS, Grade VII.
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THE BALL
A ball came rolling down the road,
Right through the city lane,
It stopped halfway to say good-day,
Then speeded swiftly on its way.
Along the road there came a car,
And oh, how loud it roared!
With fear the ball rolled down a crack
And longed to find its own way back.
Down there it lay till dawn today
When milkman kind came by that way,
He picked it up to give, he said,
To crippled girl confined to bed.
LYNETTE OXBROW, Grade VI.
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IN TIME OF DROUGHT
When the moon is high in the sky
And the stars are all aglow,
The rabbits pass aimlessly by
But the dingoes are lurking low.
They lurk in hidden gullies
And there await for prey
Among the stumps of mallee
For creatures that happen to stray.
The ground is hard and dry
And there’s hardly any grass,
Except about hidden springs
Where strangers seldom pass.
The drought has been long and dreary,
All the creatures are lean and dumb,
And everything is weary,
Waiting for rain to come.
A little rabbit wandered aimlessly near,
The dingo crouched ready to kill;
It sensed the danger, but had no fear,
Nor had the strength or will.
The rabbit leapt into the air,
Then fell limply to the ground;
The dingo carried it to his lair
Just round a red dirt mound.
He entered his den, and hurried down,
And lay the carcass on the ground,
He was then surrounded by five little dogs
Who fought for the morsel like little hogs.
LOIS TONKIN, 5A.
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SUNSET
I sat alone, weary and sad,
With all my day’s work done;
But all at once my heart was glad,
When I saw the setting sun.
The sky turned to gold and pink,
As I gazed with great delight,
And as I watched the red sun sink,
The day turned into night.
JOAN SADLER, IA.

SIAM — LAND OF BUDDHA
Siam or Thailand is an independent kingdom in South-East
Asia. The country has well been called a buffer State, for in 1896
France and Britain agreed by treaty to preserve it as an independ
ent nation between their expanding territories in Burma, Malaya
and Indo-China. The country was once called Siam but has been
known as Thailand, land of Thai (free) people, since 1939. Siam
was the land of mystery and old traditions. It still remains the
same today although Western culture has played an important
part in the country’s development.
The Siamese are a carefree people; their favourite phrase is
"mai pen rai,” which means “never mind.” They are friendly, cheer
ful and always smile whether they are happy or sad. The foreigners
always know Siam as the “Land of Smiles.” The Siamese have tan
skins, white strong teeth, jet black hair and eyes, and are of medium
build, about five feet and three inches tall.
Siam is the land of vivid colours and temples of Buddha. Siam
ese silk is well known among other nations because of its quality,
attractive colour and lovely decorative designs of gold and silver
threads.
The capital of Siam is Bangkok. Once, because of the beauty
of its canals, it was called the “Venice of the East.” It contains
many wonders; there are about three hundred temples with “prags”
(Cambodian towers) pointing to the sky and jewel-encrusted “wats”
(temples of Buddha). The palaces with their sparkling roofs and
golden pavilions always impress tourists and its snapshot always
makes a worthwhile souvenir.
The Siamese are mainly Buddhist and this religion has its in
fluence upon the regulations for public holidays. The Buddhist
monks live in the priest’s court near the temple and they keep very
strictly to the regulation of having two meals every day, which
means that they are allowed no food after midday except drink.
They must accept every kind of food which the people put in the
alms-bowl every morning.
In Siam they have no wedding ceremony as we know it in the
West. For weddings, the sacred water must be secured from the
priest and poured on the bride and groom’s heads by everyone from
the highest rank of the family to the lowest one respectively, then
the guests follow afterwards. This ceremony is held at home.
Siamese dancing is very graceful and artistic. Every movement
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has a deep meaning and tells its story. The body, legs, arms, fin
gers and toes must be controlled to move gently and be placed at
the right position with the rhythm of classical music. The dancers
have to be trained while they are young and by repeating practices
for years they can appear in the Royal Theatre which always puts
on the performance of classical drama and dancing for about six
months every year. The play is called in Siamese “Lakorn ’ or
“Klon” and classical dancing is “Rumthai.”
In Bangkok, there are also night clubs and theatres. The traf
fic in the city is increasing rapidly.
The city life is in great contrast to the country which is
the quiet and peaceful life of farmers in the central Siam, lumber
ing in the north, and fishing and mining in the south.
Siam is the land of mystery, excitement, friendliness and won
ders; where Buddha smiles in contemplation.
MALEE PATTABONGSE, VIIA.

THE CURVING MENACE
Recently, there has been much controversy over the median
strip which has been constructed in the portion of Stirling Highway
in the Nedlands locality. Public opinion has been very divided but
the majority of the people who are affected by “Nedlands’ Death
Adder,” as it has been appropriately named, are definitely not in
favour of it.
This reaction is, at first, only natural, as public opinion is
usually against anything that is new, but this feeling of opposition
which has arisen is extremely strong and unrelenting. It has been
a common topic in the newspapers recently and this shows that it
is in the fore of the minds of the majority of the people; this is
also being proved by the fact that Paul Rigby adopted it as a sub
ject for one of his cartoons.
Due to the hostility displayed by the residents of Nedlands, and
especially the business men on the highway who claim that their
sales are being severely affected, the work on the median strip has
been delayed for a certain period. During this time, the effect
which the strip has had on the pedestrians and the motorists will
be closely watched and noted.
The Royal Automobile Club is keeping an accurate account
of all accidents which occur over the section in question and thus
they will be able to calculate whether the strip has been a menace
or an asset.
The authorities in the Main Roads Department claim that the
construction of the strip will reduce road hazards, help the flow
of traffic and make it easier and quicker for pedestrians to cross
the busy highway.
Although a similar principle is applied in Canning Highway
where it has been successful, the public do not seem confident that
it will succeed in Nedlands. It is ridiculed because of its snakelike
and unattractive appearance and also because many residents of
the Municipality maintain that the large sum of money which has
been spent on building the strip could have been employed far more
usefully in other fields.
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Many difficulties arise over the lack of “breaks” in the strip,
one being that it causes motorists to follow an indirect, slower and
longer route to reach their destinations. This means the consump
tion of more petrol but this does not please all petrol stations as
those who are affected by the strip are not the stations which
receive the extra business. They claim that since the strip was built
their sales have shown a marked decrease. And so the bitter oppo
sition continues and it still has to be decided whether the median
strip will remain.
HELEN McNAUGHT, 6A.

THE NEW-BORN COLT
The wind howled and the rain pelted down,
As the cloud burst over the plains.
Under a ledge, safely from harm,
A litle colt was born.
Weak and trembling he tried to stand,
One time after another,
How proud was his mother when he succeeded at last,
Standing erect and grand.
His coat was like velvet: silky and smooth,
The colour all over was gold.
The mane and the tail were short and light
Like the moon coming over a fold.
He would be king with a long flowing mane,
King, yes that was the word.
The leader of many fine brumby mares,
King over all of the plain.
HELEN GAMBLE, IIA.

BUS CONVERSATION
The Victoria Park bus number ten pulled up at the corner of
Forrest Place and Murray Street in Perth. I was about fifth in the
ueue. Behind me were two men. They were of average build and
quite dark in complexion. I would say they were about nineteen to
twenty. The people who wished to leave the bus at this stop alighted
and went their way. As I ascended the steps I noticed that most of
the seats in the front part of the bus were filled, so I went down
to the back. I took a seat second from the back opposite the back
door. The men who were behind me followed but they sat in the
back seat. The bus went on its way. The conductress came and
received our fares, then the men started talking to each other.
“I expect you know how to break open the safe?” said one.
“I’m not quite sure,” replied the other. “Could you go over it
again for me? I don’t want to make a mistake.”
“You will creep up behind the watchman and knock him un
conscious with the butt of your gun. Joe will give you a piece of
paper with the safe combination on it, open the safe, grab the
brief case and go out the way you entered. Right!”
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“Right!” was the next reply. By this time we were at the
Causeway. Another man ascended the bus steps. He came and sat
next to the two men behind me.
He said, “Hello, Pete, I expect you’ve told Laurie how to break
open the safe. We have to be at the Playhouse by half past five
and you had better not make a mistake in this play or else we’ll
all be without a job. By the way, Laurie, you’ll come out of the
left front wing when you’re going to break the safe.”
What a relief! I didn’t think men looking so nice could break
open any safe. Did you?
LYNETTE TAYLOR, 1A.

BIRD-SONG
Twilight has come;
The sky is as soft as the pink of a rose.
What would be fitting to bring day to a close?
Then, as an answer, the heavens ring forth with the song of a bird.
Listen and wonder that such beauty can spring
From such a small being who chances to sing.
Deep in the forest his voice can be heard;
In the meadow, the hedge, or the tree.
A thing of perfection, never to die.
A gift. How favoured are we!
PATRICIA O’REILLY, 6A.

AUSTRALIAN BUSHLAND
Through the darkening bushland,
When the sun has gone to rest,
The creatures of the daytime
Scramble to their nest.
As the moon climbs o’er the trees
And casts her silver ray,
The creatures of the night-time
All come out to play.
The Owl, the Mopoke, and the Possum too,
Come out at night to hunt their food
Amidst the falling dew.
The crafty fox with evil eye
Slinks from tree to tree,
He’s out to find some supper
For his family three.
Our silver moon sees many sights
When sailing the heavens blue;
She watches all the bushland folk,
Including the Kangaroo.
She just looks down with a silver smile,
And continues on her way,
For soon the night-time will be gone
And the start of another day.
SUZANNE STONE, 2B.
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SLEEPING - IN
When I woke up in the morning
Everything went wrong,
Including my alarm
Which did not sing its song.
I put my stockings on inside out,
And, of course, the seams weren’t straight.
My tie was twisted into a knot
And I was sure of being late.
When I reached the kitchen
The breakfast remains were there,
And so instead of ham and eggs,
My breakfast plate was bare.
Before I gained the bus-stop
The bus went sailing by,
So I waited another ten minutes
Until the next drew nigh.
So it happened I was late,
And was met at the gate
By a very bossy Prefect
Whose name I won’t relate.
And when the time for English came,
I realized, to my horror,
That all my books were still at home
And would be there till tomorrow.
HELEN LANE, IB.
A CHINESE WEDDING
Chinese of different dialects have different kinds of wedding
ceremonies. The one which I am going to describe is a Foochow
wedding. Unfortunately, a marriage performed according to these
rites is not legal in our country. But many couples are still mar
ried according to them.
A Foochow couple are allowed to be married only after they
have been engaged for at least three months. Before this century,
all marriages were planned by the parents and sometimes the bride
did not know what her husband looked like until the wedding day.
This is still practised today but it is not common.
Before the wedding eve, the bride has to sew all the linen
which will be required. If the bride does all this sewing herself,
she shows that she is a good housewife and the gods will bless her.
This custom, I think, must have been invented by the bridegroom’s
parents because they would have to pay to get the bride had she
not done it.
On the wedding eve, the bridegroom’s relatives and parents
have to help to arrange the bridal chamber. Everything in it must
be new and arranged well because the wedding guests usually in
spect the room. The presents are also put on show. On that night,
most of the bride’s trousseau is taken to her future home. Then
the parents of the couple have to drape a long piece of bright red
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cloth about the main entrances of their houses to keep away evil
spirits. They must not be taken away until the day after the
wedding.
On the next morning, there are plenty of activities in both the
bride’s and the bridegroom’s houses. The bride is usually dressed
by a beautician. At the same time, her mother will give her advice
about how she should behave during the wedding and in her mar
ried life.
The bride now is dressed in white, exactly in the same fashion
as Australian brides. But in the past, they were usually dressed
in a shirt and a loose-fitting skirt of brocade. On the shirt is an
embroidered dragon. This costume is now worn only during the
dinner on the wedding night.
The bride’s relatives are occupied in laying food on tables pre
paratory to the coming of the bridegroom and his relations. The
bridegroom’s relations also do the same thing.
At about 11 o’clock that morning, the wedding procession
starts from the bridegroom’s house. The leading car contains the
band which blares as loudly as the throats or hands of the players
can make it. The bridal car comes second. It has flowers strung
all over it and is usually the biggest car in the procession. Behind
it come the cars of the bridegroom’s friends and relations. The pro
cession moves along slowly towards the bride’s house.
When the procession reaches its destination, the bridegroom’s
parents enter first and give the bride’s parents tins of biscuits and
cakes, a leg of roast pork, two chickens and some bottles of wine.
The bride’s parents have to return about one-quarter part of all the
presents which are given by the bridegroom’s parents. Also a flower
pot which has a rubber tree growing in it and two bottles of rice
water, that is, water which has been used for washing rice, are
included. The rubber tree signifies the hope that the couple who
are going to get married will have many acres of rubber trees. (In
Malaya, rubber estates are the most valuable possessions.) The rice
water represents the hope that the couple will have rice to eat for
the rest of their lives. (Rice is the staple food of the Chinese.)
Immediately the presents are received, one of the bridegroom’s
male relatives takes them to the bridal chamber. He also lights
two small kerosene lamps and places them on a table in the cham
ber. The lamps must be kept burning because they stand for the
glow of the love of the couple.
Meanwhile, tne bridegroom with his attendant gets out of the
car with their bouquets of flowers. They approach the bride and
bridesmaid, who are in the bride’s room. The bouquets are given
to them and usually at that moment the bride’s mother weeps. I
think that is a custom because if she does not do that the friends
will think she does not love her daughter. So sometimes the poor
mother has to force out tears. But the bride must not cry at all
because it will bring bad luck to her future life, even though she
is married on the luckiest day in the Chinese calendar.
The bridal couple leads the way to the car and the attendants
follow them. The four people then cram into the back seat. Dur
ing this procedure, the band is playing merrily and at the same
time gulping refreshment or swallowing food. Then it has to enter
a car and lead the procession, which now includes the cars belonging
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to the bride’s relatives and friends, to a restaurant. The band must
play all the way to announce the glad news of the coming wedding
to everybody. The sight of them puffing along in their tedious work
is most pitiful.
In the restaurant, the wedding ceremony is carried out, usually
witnessed by a Justice of Peace or a State Councillor. The bridal
couple do not talk but they have to bow to their parents, then to
their guests and three more bows to each other.
During the reception which occurs soon after the ceremony, the
bridal pair are left alone. But they usually dare not talk to each
other because everybody is watching them. After photographs of
everybody are taken, the guests leave. The bride and groom will
then leave for his house with all his relatives. Her relatives go back
to her old home without her.
In the bridegroom’s home, the newlyweds have to hand round a
tray containing very small cups of wine to their older relatives.
They have to bow to every one each time. When the relation is
served in this way, he or she has to slip a red packet containing
either money or a piece of jewellery on to the tray. Then the bride
has to change to go back to her former home with her husband.
She wears all her jewellery. Her parents do not go to her new home
just yet because it is considered bad luck. So the couple leave in
a car which has two stalks of sugar cane tied to its boot. They are
presents to her parents representing their sweetness by letting her
marry.
In her home she again goes through the procedure of passing
round wine. Then she goes back to her new home to get ready for
the dinner, held that night.
The guests, who are the same ones, give their red packets con
taining money before they come to dinner. The bride and groom
have to go round to each table offering them wine and bowing.
Sometimes they tease the newlyweds, who have to bear them
cheerfully.
After the dinner the couple goes home. That is the end of the
wedding day, the most important one in the lives of the married.
CHIN YONG GONG, IIIC.
A WINTER'S DAY
A winter’s day can be such fun,
Tho’ some may not agree,
But I can think of many things
That make it fun for me.
The gusty winds that race along
Make music as they go,
And sometimes one can hear a song
As through the trees they blow.
When darkness falls and bedtime comes
I’m happiest of all
To snuggle down so snug and warm
And hear the raindrops fall.
NGAIRE DUFFIELD, IA.
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SUNSET'S STORY
The glorious glow of sunset is sweeping across the sky,
In colours incomparable on this earth below.
One small cloud, there is, drifting all alone,
But in it we see all the beauty we know
To bring joy and happiness.
As the setting sun’s rays strike this lonely cloud,
The complexions formed in unspeakable variety
Alter into yet deeper and fuller loveliness,
Rarely ever seen by the human eye,
And speak for themselves.
Before penetration the cloud is as white as snow,
Representing The Lamb in all His purity.
Then the rays strike. A gradual change to gold
Exhibits and tells us of This Babe’s immortality,
Yes, The Babe in the stable.
The innovation to orange, now brings the cloud to a startling sight,
A reminder of the flames of the devil, the Great Temptation.
And now pink, a picture of beauty, serene,
Bringing thought and true pacification
After the tinting is over.
The transition is to classic crimson,
The symbol of Love and His sacrifice on The Cross.
Then purple, the colour for a King,
Proving beyond doubt His Royalty, and our loss
If we acknowledge Him not.
Finally the heavens are cloaked by the mask of night,
And our cloud is no more to be seen.
On the morrow, a new day, new heavens to search,
A sky in azure, Truth on which to lean,
In Truth to live our lives.
ROSLYN LONG, 6A.

OUR BOMB!
We’ve got a bomb;
It’s really a bomb;
It rattles and bangs and shakes.
Down the hill we go
And round the corner slow,
And stops with a squeal of brakes.
If we went fast,
The bomb wouldn’t last,
But surely would fall apart.
It doesn’t really matter
About the noise and clatter,
Because now it just won’t start.
BEVERLEY ROWELL, ID.
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THE BURGLAR, ALIAS THE SWEEP
I had been to see a burglar film at the “Regal,” and was com
ing home, when I saw a man coming out of our front door. He was
wearing purple socks and carried a bag.
I immediately thought he was a burglar and that if I caught
him I would be a heroine. All sorts of dreams floated through my
mind, as I saw myself in all the papers—the absolute heroine.
Thinking quickly, I slipped through our hedge, collecting a
length of rope on the way, and crept along in its shadow. Just as
the man came down the path, I stuck out my foot. Wham! He had
tripped beautifully, and losing no time, I set to work to tie him up.
This done, I went to fetch a tin of paint which was standing near.
I sloshed it over his face, and he gurgled and spat with fury.
I called Mummy, but when she arrived she gasped in horror—
“What are you doing?” she said. “That man is not a burglar;
he is the sweep!”
What a disappointment. Oh, well, it might be a burglar next
time.
FRANCES CLEMENTS, Grade VII, Langsford House.

THE CASHIBOS OF THE FOREST
In South America there is a great river called the Amazon.
For thousands of miles it winds through dark and gloomy forests
and jungles, filled with wild beasts and savage native tribes. In
this almost unexplored country live the Cashibos.
The Cashibos rarely have any old people to provide for in their
tribes. They do not give them a chance to become a burden on the
others. They just add them to their supper-table—and they do this
because they think it kind! When Cashibo men become too old to
hunt, or women become too old to work, their relatives kill them
and a feast is held. This is done because the Cashibos consider it
is better to die in this way than to be killed and eaten by a native
from another tribe, or by a wild beast in the jungle. But, all the
same, the old Cashobos would probably prefer a ripe old age to end
ing their days as soup or stew.
For many years little was known of the Cashibos, because of
their fierceness in dealing with any stranger who came into their
country. The first white men to go into the land of the Cashibos
were a party of Portuguese soldiers and priests, in 1651. Then,
although the Cashibos were armed only with spears, bows and
arrows, and sometimes with blow-pipes, from which they shot pois
oned darts, every white man was killed and eaten. The armour of
the soldiers and their muskets were useless against the Cashibos,
who ambushed the foreigners as they fought their way through the
dense jungle. Over and over again this sort of thing happened and,
for many years, it was thought impossible ever to learn anything
of this fierce tribe of jungle dwellers. But, in the last thirty years,
several explorers have succeeded in gaining the friendship of the
Cashibos and gradually their customs are being learnt.
They live in little huts made of bark, grass and leaves, in small
villages beside streams which run into the Amazon. Hardly any
of them wear even a small piece of skin as clothing. As ornaments
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they sometimes wear necklaces made of beetles’ wings and bats’
heads dried and hung on a string. They live by hunting and grow
ing a few vegetables in little gardens, which they cultivate in a
very primitive way. But it is still risky to go into their country
and it will be many years before the Cashibos are completely civil
ised and give up the dreadful and barbarous customs.
VICKI ANDREWS, IA.

THE SALE
"Read all about it, read all about it,” cried the paper boy.
What was he referring to? Why, the “monster sale” at Edding
tons, of course. Eddingtons was the biggest shop in town and “mon
ster” was hardly the word to describe the sale that was starting
there on Tuesday next. In the morning paper there were ten pages
devoted to it and in the evening paper there were seven pages!
Just imagine it! Coats reduced from £43 to £29, hats reduced
from £11 to £6/7/6, books from £1/15/- to 15/6, toys were reduced
to half price, sporting goods half price, and handbags were reduced
from £5 to £2/2/6! Everything in the shop was reduced; cakes,
vegetables, carpets, china, shoes, paint, nails, cosmetics, every
thing!
Of course it was the talk of the town. People just couldn’t be
lieve it. Everywhere people were talking about it; on buses, trains,
in shops, in the street, even in the picture theatre people were
heard to be talking about it.
The sale was going to start on Tuesday morning at 8.15. Every
one was planning to go. Money was being drawn out of banks and
people were busy counting those few odd threepences hidden away
in a jar behind a closet.
At last the day of the sale dawned, with promise of a lovely
day. People started arriving at 7.15 a.m. and by 8.10 (5 minutes
before the doors were due to open) the pavement was packed.
People were pushing, trying to get near the door.
8.15! The doors were opened and the crowd surged in, scatter
ing in all directions. Some people headed towards the women’s
dresses and hats departments, some to the food section, some to
wards the hardware department, while others were undecided and
so they were pushed along with the crowd.
Shop assistants were kept busy all day and from 11.30 till 1.30
(lunchtime) the crowd was even thicker. Women’s hats were
knocked off and then taken to a bewildered shop assistant to be
sold at outrageous prices.
At the Lost Children’s Department pandemonium would have
broken out but with the help of the trained nurses everything was
alright.
The noise in the shop was so great that you could barely hear
what was being said over the loudspeakers.
At 5.20 p.m. (10 minutes before the shop was due to close)
there were a few people still coming in through the main entrance,
but most people were leaving the store. When the shop closed
at 5.30 p.m. there were many tired people who sought transport
from the city that evening, it all being the result of a sale.
DALE BEVAN, 1A.
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ATLANTIC ISLAND
At the sound of the “Lochiel’s” siren the whole population
hurries down to the quay. The “Lochiel” is the small ship that is
Colonsay’s only link with the outside world although the island is
barely eighty miles from Scotland’s largest city.
The small tender puts off and goes to meet the ship which is
not very big itself. The doors are opened in the side of the ship
and the tender makes fast to it. The passengers lower themselves
gingerly in, catch their belongings as they are slung out and the
tender returns to the quay. The “Lochiel” remains anchored out
there during the night and in the early morning takes on passengers
for the return journey.
Having landed at. the quay it is a quarter mile walk to the only
hotel on the island—a low whitewashed building. Round the quay
are a few houses, the doctor’s house and the one and only shop
and post office. The shop is a mixture of half a dozen—draper’s,
grocer’s, hardware, newsagent’s (not that they ever get the paper
on time) and chemist’s. They cannot sell fresh fruit as the supply
can only bring a certain quantity and there are not enough people
to buy it, so it would just go bad before it was all sold.
Most of the people live on crofts, that is small farms with per
haps a cow, some hens, a couple of pigs and a little patch of pota
toes and vegetables. Some of the bigger farms would maybe have a
field of oats or beans. Every crofter, big or little, would have his
bees. Colonsay bees are different from any other kind; their honey
is dark and sweet, famous throughout Scotland.
On the west coast of the island the breakers come rolling in
from the Atlantic with great force. In some of the larger bays the
surf is greater and more powerful than that at a great many other
beaches known for their surf. The waves have forced their way in
through the centuries, making deep caves in the cliffs which can be
explored at low water.
Twice a week the supply ship calls. The first time on Tuesday
to take away the empty petrol drums and empty bottles (which are
numerous). On Monday night the tender is loaded and the rest
stacked along the quay. Assistance is welcomed at this job. On
Wednesday the ship calls with the supplies for the week and also
the mail, which is taken to the Post Office to wait until it is col
lected.
Near the quay is the hall where the films are shown every
other Thursday. On its door are pinned any important notices. One
is often to the effect that “the Dentist will tie up at the quay on
Monday and stay till Tuesday. Please make appointments with
Doctor.” As there is no dentist on Colonsay the island is visited
by a dentist, who travels round the islands of the Hebrides in his
little boat complete with surgery, and ties up where he is needed.
There is no flying doctor service to Colonsay as there is no
place suitable for landing on the heathery slopes. Any patients who
are seriously ill have to be ferried across pretty rough seas to Isla
and then be flown from Isla to hospital in Glasgow.
Separated from Colonsay by the Strand is Oronsay. The only
inhabited building in Oransay is the farm. The Strand is a fairly
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wide channel between the two islands. At low water one can walk
across dryshod as the Strand has a sandy bottom and is very flat.
The tide can come in and go out quite easily. Even at high water
it is only covered by a few feet of water.
On Oronsay there are the ruins of an old Priory which dates
back to the twelfth century. During the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries the Priory was a well-known sanctuary for criminals.
Record of this can be seen on the old tombstones in the very small
cemetery. In a hole in the wall we saw a heap of bones which were
definitely human and very old too.
Surrounding Oronsay are flat rocks where the seals come out
of the Atlantic to lie and bask in the sun. There will be hundreds
of seals lying there who do not seem to mind anyone approaching.
In a country where every place is rapidly being built up, Colonsay is practically uninhabited and remote. It is a very pleasant
place indeed.
SALLEY JOLLEY, 2A.

PEA-PICKING SEASON ON A FARM
Western Australia has many farming areas. Some grow differ
ent crops from others. Also they all have different climates to co
ordinate with their particular crop in the right season. Pea pick
ing and growing in this following cycle of work is being carried on
now in the south-west of Western Australia.
During the month of February the farmers grade and level
their paddocks for the planting of peas. It is hard work in the
heat of a dazzling summer’s day, working on a hot dusty tractor,
grading. Levelling and grading is a very important process in the
growing of peas, as they must be irrigated, and that means a very
delicate job to be done. Ploughing of the land is started and many
workers are needed to plant the crop to get it in in good time.
While the peas are growing they are irrigated regularly.
Immediately the peas have grown and the pods have filled out,
the arranging of pickers to pick them commences. On the farm I
am speaking of, about twenty acres are growing, so a number of
pickers are required. Generally, New Australian women are the
best as they are constant workers and pick good peas and large
quantities every day. Some of them pick up to one hundred and
fifty and seventy pounds a day. They are paid according tp the
weight of the peas per day. During the early stages of picking the
pea pickers are paid five pence a pound and when the picking really
gets started, fourpence a pound.
Picking is carried on every day of the week except Sunday.
The day starts about eight to half past when a vehicle goes into
town to pick up the workers. They have a break for dinner and are
taken home just before dusk. But the farmers have a much longer
day than that. All through the day two men are appointed in
charge of checking, to see that good peas are being picked, and
weighing and carting them up to the shed. There a ticket can be
found in each bag with the name and weight written on it. At the
end of the day the weights are all put in a book next to the name
ready for when pay day comes. Sorting and bagging of the peas
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is done and labels, with the market to which they are going, writ
ten on them, are tied on. Quickly the bags are loaded in the wagon
land transported to the station where they are loaded again into
the van on the train to be sent to their destination.
As much as two tons per day are picked, which means a lot
of hard labour. It makes a long day’s work, as the peas are handled
many times. Everyone lends a hand putting labels on at the end of
the day and they do not finish till about half past six or seven, or
even later, at night. During this rush other activities mufct be
carried out as usual, such as milking the cows, killing beef cattle
for meat markets and other such farming duties.
SUSAN FRY, 3C.

THERE IS NO FUTURE
I am Julie Fraul. I was born in a West Berlin Refugee Camp.
I am fourteen years old. I have lived in this Camp all my life.
My father is a stranger to me. I do not remember ever seeing
him though my mother says he has seen me many times. My
father had a grocery store in East Berlin. There was good trade
and prices were reasonable. Father was making a good living. The
Russians took over the eastern part of the city and Father,
Mother and my older brother had to flee because they did not
believe what the Russians were teaching. The Russians were going
to raid the shop because of this. Father would have been sent to
work in the salt mines and Mother would have had to work in
a factory or live in a camp. My brother would have had to go with
Mother.
After they spent several nights sleeping on the streets and
with little food to eat they heard about this Refugee Camp. They
decided something might be done for them here. The authorities
questioned father and mother over and over again. Finally they
were admitted.
Peter, that’s my brother, had to go and sleep with a lot of
other children about his own age. He only saw mother in the after
noons. There was no job for father to do. So he sat and talked to
the other men about his past life. Mother went to the craft-room
and made woven mats and rugs.
One day the authorities called father up and told him he was
to move to another camp. Peter told me that when father left this
camp mother cried and cried for days. Peter says Mother does
not believe she will ever see father again.
My first memories of the camp are the same as they are now.
Some of the refugees have gone and many more have come. Each
year we are crowded more and more. We eat and sleep and live
in the same rooms. We talk to the same people every day.
The younger children have no toys to play with. So they use
twigs, stones and sometimes old bricks.
About two years ago a teacher came to this camp. He made
us sit on the ground outside the craft-room. We had to repeat
tables after him until we knew them back to front. We did not
learn much else. The teacher says he is going to leave soon.
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Mother is disappointed he is leaving because she says he keeps
me occupied.
It is hard to get into this camp but it is much harder to get
out. There is nowhere to go. There is nothing for us to do. We
know no trade. We have no proper families. We have not been fed
enough and suffer because of it. As soon as somebody in this
camp gets a disease everyone else gets it. It is very cold in winter
here. I would give anything for some warm blankets and some
food. We may get some one day.
JANICE HORTIN, 3B.

THE DICKIN MEDAL
Wandering through the enormous halls of the National War
Memorial in Canberra one looks at the large oil paintings displayed
around the walls. These depict scenes of battle and various artists’
impressions of the men that fought them.
Also the lifelike structures portrayed in action on the battle
fields, set into the wall in tableau form, showing the cruelty and
hardship men had to endure.
Then one’s notice is drawn to the fact that human beings were
not the only ones who served and gave their lives during the wars.
Stuffed pigeons are presented in glass cases, having been donated
by their owners to the memorial. These are not ordinary pigeons,
however; on the contrary, they are very important ones, for they
are winners of the Dickin Medal, the equivalent of our Victoria
Cross.
One in particular I noted was an Australian carrier pigeon, a
Blue Chequer Cock, No. 879 : PD : 43Q who was awarded an animal
V.C. for carrying a message on the 5th April, 1944, through heavy
fire, bringing relief to a patrol surrounded and being attacked by
the enemy and with no other means of communication. The mes
sage was carried twenty-five to thirty miles in forty-seven minutes.
The other pigeons had performed similar duties. One in slightly
different circumstances, this time a Blue Bar cock, had carried a
message to a distressed ship and for its service been awarded the
Dickin medal.
So apart from our servicemen, and the horses trained for use
in the cavalry, the story that is often told of Simpson and his don
key at Gallipoli, perhaps not previously included in our thoughts
of remembrance, birds take their place of honour.
FAITH MANNING, VA.

THE CYCLONE
I hurried across the bare horse paddocks to the stable where
the horses were waiting to be fed. As I tossed baled hay into their
mangers, I could see through the door that the sky was cloudy and
the tops of the trees were being tossed about by the restless wind.
While I cleaned out the stalls, I could hear the distant hum of a
car going along the top road and closer, down at the dam, were
the sheep being driven to a different paddock and protesting in a
chorus of husky baas. The lighting engine plant thudded on and on
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with only a break in its regular tempo now and then. The news
earlier had reported that the cyclone was heading south on its
winding course.
During the morning, strong gusts of wind hit the house with
such a force that it creaked and moaned against its timber and
bolts. We spent our time fastening windows and doors and laying
down canvas to prevent too much dust filtering up through cracks
in the floor boards. When I had a spare moment, I ran out to the
horses and let them loose in the big paddock. Nature and their
instincts would take care of them better than we could holding
them in small horse yards during this inevitable blow. Already the
strength of the wind was surprising. It came in bursts and blew
me along the track and I had to battle my way to the door.
Dust had been lifted off the fallowing and it swept down our
hill on to us. It came with a roar and soon we were in the middle
of a thick dust storm. The bottom shed, only two hundred yards
to the rear of our house, couldn’t be seen. The whining of the wind
forcing its way through cracks was deafening and I could hardly
hear my mother telling me to look out from the kitchen window
at the swirling sand and debris being thrown about by the wind.
As we sat down to dinner, we saw masses of hay and straw flicked
into the air and tossing past the kitchen window. The old haystack
was well on its way south. Dad ruefully announced that if we col
lected the centre of this cyclone, our house being twenty-eight years
old, may not stand up to it. It was not safe to step outside for the
wind would flick you away easily. On looking up to the bush the
dark shadows of the trees bending against the force of the gale
could just be distinguished through the dust storm.
Later as we sat in the kitchen for afternoon tea, the centre of
this cyclone did strike us. The dust storms were not so bad now
and the shed could be seen. As we sat drinking tea and praying
that the house would stand up to it, the winds buffeted the house
so that it shuddered, and they mocked us as they screeched past.
Suddenly the roof of the garage lifted and sheets of corrugated
iron twisted and ripped off like loose leaves of notepaper in a
breeze. One by one they landed in the big paddock beyond the
shed and rolled along for yards. The wall of the wash house swayed
and fell, splintering wood and smashing asbestos. We four in the
kitchen watched this happen, helplessly.
An ear-splitting crash sounded above us and it was followed by
a noise like the tearing of coarse material. We all jumped up and
raised our eyes to the ceiling. Dad ran through the passage to the
front window, where we could see the north verandah was roof
less and sheets of iron were flying into the bush, lopping off
branches like giant axes. The lounge room ceiling fell down at one
corner and was split across the middle. The sky above was a tawny
pink and grey from the dust. From the front window the men’s
quarters could just be seen and it appeared that two whole walls
had collapsed on to the mulberry bush and ground.
Our only hope now was that it wouldn’t rain, for if it did it
would go straight through the plaster in the ceilings and would
ruin the furniture in the lounge and bedrooms.
As the afternoon drew on the wind gradually died down and
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my father and the boys were soon up on the roof nailing what iron
they could back into place. My mother and I went to inspect the
wash house and garage. Fortunately the new car in the garage had
suffered no damage but the wash house was in a shambles with
dust and straw inches thick in it. The men’s quarters had two
complete rooms left out of five. Though it was a grim sight we had
to laugh at the bath sitting on the cement floor with no walls or
roof surrounding it. The haystack which had been about ten feet
high was now about two feet high. Along the fences running up
the hill stubble and sand had formed a mountainous bank against
them.
. ,
Once again the regular thud of the lighting engine broke the
silence. The horses appeared from their shelters and were waiting,
with their heads thrown over the gate and their ears pricked, for
somone to let them in to the stalls and the cows came, one by one,
down the cow trail past the milking shed, to join them...........
BEV HARRIS, 5A.

ALPHA AND OMEGA
“I am Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the Ending, saith
the Lord.”
.
.
.
Thus say the words of the Book of Revelation. How significant
are these words to us when we consider the Alpha and Omega of
our school life at Methodist Ladies’ College. What do we remember
and feel about those first days and what do we think about in
connection with our last days at this school.
On beginning at a new school many questions arise. What will
the teachers be like? What sort of girls already go there? What
sort of traditions and activities are carried on? Perhaps most im
portant of all, what experiences of life and principles shall we
gain? After the formalities of the first day are over we begin to
experience a way of life quite different from what was expected,
understanding the traditions and operations and beginning to real
ize the significance of its motto, “Per Ardua Ad Alta.” We gradu
ally settle down and learn to love its principles—its spirit, its
teachers and its scholars. A deep sense of loyalty subconsciously
settles in, a feeling not quite realized until our hour of departing
comes. I myself have never really contemplated the actual thought
of leaving this school for ever but I am sure that it will be a sad
Omega in my life. I shall always retain its splendid ideals and quali
ties that I have gained, with a thankful heart for the opportunity
of studying in such inspiring and amicable surroundings, carrying
with me the lessons, the successes and failures too. Indeed, a great
basis for future life.
HELLEN BRIGGS, VA.

NATURE'S MANTLE
The beauties of Nature are often much more exquisite than
any mortal man can hope to produce. Among Nature s creations
snow occupies a very high place.
.
In winter when lakes freeze over, the skies are grey and life is
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extremely dismal, suddenly the sky opens up, bringing forth little
feathers of snow. Slowly as the snow increases the ground becomes
covered with a white blanket which cleverly conceals the dirt and
gives the countryside a clean white appearance. The limbs of the
bare trees seem to make cups for the snow so that it becomes
piled two or three inches above the branches. The evergreen pines
are laden down with snow and when it is falling lightly all seems
still except now and then the burdens on the pine’s branches be
come too great, and according to the way Nature has provided,
the great leafy boughs bend and the snow drops swiftly to the
ground. When a top branch bends, the snow topples in little balls
bouncing off the lower branches.
The trees covered with a white mantle look just like the Christ
mas cards that are always popular. Everywhere one looks there is
a different Christmas card scene with the little brown roads wind
ing between the snow-capped trees.
Old English houses have slate roofs often of pretty designs
which go unnoticed except when the snow falls, depicting the scol
lops and curves. People shovel away the snow from their paths so
there is a little dark coloured path leading up amongst the snow
to the front door. The shutters catch the snow so that each slat
is outlined, making the windows with the pretty curtains look more
attractive than ever.
As the snow melts the drops form ice similar to the way stal
actites hang from the roof of an underground cave. The edge of the
thatch on roofs and the little hoods which cover the doorways are
trimmed with a fringe of icy pinnacles made from the melted snow.
English children rejoice at the first fall of snow as there is
the promise of toboganning and making the traditional snowmen.
Snow is always welcomed as the only thing that makes winter
worth while and of course a White Christmas is every English
man’s dream.
FREYA MOYLE, VA.

AN INTERRUPTED JOURNEY
He was drifting south from the shearing shed and had taken a
lift with the mail truck, not having any particular destination.
The mail route now turned north again and he decided to stay on
the main track where he may find some other means of transport.
As he lifted his scarce belongings, consisting of his bedding, a
few old cooking utensils and a few other personal belongings, he
had no thought of his immediate future. The mail truck driver
suggested that it would be easier to say at one of the stations along
the route rather than stay on the road as there wasn’t another
populated town for about seventy miles. Used to the loneliness of
the road, the drifter ignored his advice and had no regrets as he
watched the mail truck crawl slowly out of sight.
All was quiet. In the late afternoon there was not even a
breath of wind to send the slightest quiver through the dry dusty
mulga. Occasionally a lone bird would attract his attention but
mainly his thoughts rested many miles away to the cool south
where he had left his little settlement, which he was trying to
establish, to earn a few extra pence to help him along.
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Suddenly a flash of light in the distance disturbed his thoughts.
Could he be seeing correctly or was that the sun shining on an iron
roof? Yes, and there was the old poppet-head of a mine. It was
strange that the mail-man hadn’t told him of this little outpost!
As he drew nearer he could distinguish two or three houses
here and there throughout the scrub but there was no sign of move
ment and everything was still and silent.
On reaching the nearest house he looked around for any evi
dence of its inhabitants, and still perceiving nothing or no one he
carefully approached the front door. He knocked; and the hollow
sound echoed through the house. He waited for a moment and still
curious walked cautiously around to the back. Something rustled
behind him in the dry grass. He turned quickly, staring about for
the source of the sound. Oh! It was only that little lizard scurry
ing away. Relieved he put down his untidy bundles and mounted
the wooden step. The back room was empty save the wooden bench
and an old broken chair. The other rooms appeared as fruitful
as the first and he decided to discover what the other houses con
tained. The few other shacks proved to be as dilapidated and as
bare as the first; but wait! That one over there! It looked as
though someone had been there recently although the back of the
house had fallen in.
Inside it was dark but before his eyes had become accustomed
to it, he sensed something in the room. There “it” lay on the old
settee! A large grey kangaroo lay restfully on the couch almost
posed to receive his guest.
He did not remain there for the night but as dusk fell he hur
ried on, glad to be on the open road again.
JUDY WETTERS, VA.

A PLAYTHING FOR JIMMY
It was early June, the winter had set in and John was out
seeding before the rains came again. They wouldn’t be long now,
the wind had swung to the north and was becoming stronger.
“Where are you going?” called a voice through the French
doors as the little boy slipped out the gate into the yard.
“Just for a walk, Mum,” he replied.
“Don’t go too far then; it will be dark in an hour or two,’
warned Ann.
Jimmy marched proudly off down the track towards the road.
Over his small bony arm he had a neatly folded bag and a strand
of twine.
. .
.
“Why did he want those?” wondered Ann. He does get lonely
I know. It’s a pity we can’t have some of his cousins up for a holi
day, but the city’s so far away. I suppose he’s going to find some
where new to play.”
She finished sweeping and dusting the front room and then
went to the kitchen to prepare the dinner. She couldn’t see the
track from there, but her mind continually kept wandering back
to her warning to Jimmy—“Don’t go too far then; it will be dark
in an hour or two.” She glanced at the clock which ticked mono
tonously on the mantelpiece. It was four o’clock; he had been gone
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for at least twenty minutes already. “I’ll give him until fivethirty,” she thought. “By that time the sun will be nearly down.
John would be home soon after that. Jimmy may even have gone
over to see him. No! he wasn’t working in the front paddocks to
day; he was right out in the back one.”
As she dropped the potatoes beside the roast and shut the oven
door, Ann remembered that she hadn’t answered old Aunt Laura’s
letter. It was well over a week since she had received it—maybe
two weeks.
“Well, the dinner’s cooking. I can do that now.” Ann peeped
into the saucepans on and stove, everything was cooking nicely.
She checked the fire—no wood poking out. Good!
The letter was sitting on the mantelpiece in the dining-room.
Ann took it down and laid it beside her writing pad. Then she was
in another world. Happily she wrote, telling old Aunt Laura all
that was happening.
“. . . John is working hard now with all the seeding and no
one to help him. But it is nearly impossible to find anyone who’s
willing to work so far from the city.
“It has been very cold up here lately. Last night we all had to
put on an extra rug. It is a little warmer today though; Jimmy
has only got a little jumper on at the moment—”
“Jimmy! I wonder if he’s back? The sun’s nearly down. He
should be back by now,” she thought. “But I haven’t heard him.”
Ann jumped up and walked quickly to the kitchen. It was
twenty past five. She ran outside and called him. There was no
answer. She went back inside and looked in his room. “He may have
slipped in without my knowing,” she hoped. But, no, he was not
there. She went out to the front; slowly her eyes searched the
track in the dusk, but she couldn’t see anyone there. She called as
loudly as she could, but again there was no answer.
She was worried, but what could she do?
“I must keep calm,” she thought. “He will come home; but
what if a snake bit him; what if he fell and hurt himself? He
would be very cold by now. Oh, John, please don’t work late to
night; please come home.”
Ann stood on the low side verandah, glancing first up the track
and then down towards the back paddock. Tears came to her eyes
and rolled slowly down her hot cheeks. She fell to her knees and
prayed.
“Oh, God, watch over him; guide him; please don’t let anything
happen to him . . .”
The light faded as Ann knelt, crying and praying, on the
wooden verandah.
She heard a noise behind her; a large, gentle hand touched her
shoulder. She jumped up and swung around. “Oh, John, John,” she
cried, unable to control herself.
“What has happened? Tell me, Ann—and please don’t cry,” said
John trying to comfort her.
“It—it’s Jimmy. He went out to the road to play and he hasn’t
come back. I told him not to stay too long but he hasn’t come
back,” Ann tried to explain.
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John took her by the arm and escorted her to the garage. Soon
they were driving slowly down the track. They called and listened,
but could not hear anything except the low purr of the car engine.
When they reached the road John got out and inspected the sandy
edges. There, plainly in the soft sand was a row of footprints;
Jimmy had turned left. John returned to the car and turned up to
the left; the lights swung through the timber and shone up the
road. About three chains from the track entrance they saw on the
side of the road, newly disturbed piles of sand. As the car pulled
up, -Timmy emerged from the bushes and ran towards them.
“What do you mean by staying so late?” scolded Ann. “Didn’t
I tell you to be home by sunset? Don’t you realize how worried we
get when you don’t come home?”
Oh, Mum!" exclaimed the little boy. Then, turning to his
father, he said, “Gee, Dad, come and see my horse. He’s a real
beauty. See that fence,” he said pointing to the newly mounded
earth on the roadside. “That’s the boundary to my station. Come
and see my horse.”
He tugged at his father’s arm, then rushed back into the bushes.
As John pushed between the branches of the bushes, Ann
turned the car so that the headlights shone on to the old bent
tree where Jimmy had gone. She then followed John to see
Jimmy’s new plaything. There, neatly folded on the broad low
branch was an old bag, and tied to the small branch, which grew
vertically upwards from this branch, was the length of twine.
Happily Jimmy clambered up and sat on the bag; that was his
beautiful silver saddle; the tree beneath, his young fiery steed.
How many miles he had travelled that day, we will never know.
John took hold of Ann’s hand as they stood watching their
little boy form a life of his own with his imagination.
“You know,” said John, “I remember doing a very similar thing
when I was his age.”
“How silly of me to worry,” exclaimed Ann. “I should have
known what he would have been doing.”
“Can I have a horse for Christmas, Daddy?” inquired a little
voice in the background.
“Of course you can,” said Ann.
"And a nice new saddle, too,” added John.
GWYNETH JONES, VIA.
THE SPEAKABLE CAD
Not very long ago I read an article remarking on the number
of English words which only exist or are only commonly used in
the negative form. After giving some examples such as uncouth,
ruthless, immaculate, the author, Colin Fields, went on to compose
the beginning of a story using such negative words in a positive
form. The story was about a person whom Mr. Fields described as
“a speakable cad.” The possibilities of such a story fascinated me
and led me into doing some research into the matter. This con
sisted of reading the “im,” “in” and “un” sections of a dictionary.
Having obtained a list of words, all that was needed was a situa
tion. The following was produced:
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McAlistair McGillicuddy (the name is my own invention—let
Mr. Fields take no blame for that), MacAlistair McGillicuddy,
then, stood surveying the kempt lawns of his mense mansion. His
gardeners kept them in that condition by attending to them termin
ably. McGillicuddy was maculately dressed and his dolent eyes in
his sipid face held a scrutable expression. He had planned to go
on a trip to the Continent (travelling cognito, as was his custom),
but Chalmondley, his fallible butler, had forgotten to make ap
pointments for his inoculations. This meant that McGillicuddy was
still mune to diseases and so unable to travel, but actually this
was a Good Thing, as it meant that he could save some of his told
riches. All the same, McGillicuddy was a little put out and it took
some tactful work on Chalmondley’s part before he became
gruntled. It wasn’t that the butler actually forgot the appoint
ments, it was just that the trepid fellow wrote a reminder in delible ink, left it in his shirt pocket which he sent to the laundry
(he couldn’t afford to have his whole shirt washed), and of course
the writing was obliterated.
Fortunately, however, our hero McG. was a ruth sort of chap,
and passing it all off with an ane laugh, told his butler to go to the
fernal regions. This remark, as you can imagine, really cut the
faithful fellow to the quick, and disregarding the tradition of “a
stiff upper lip and all that,” lay ert on the floor and dissolved into
tears. Moved by this outburst, McGillicuddy became exorable and
entirely forgave the man, declaring that he was quite the most
ferior butler he had ever had and making other such paraging re
marks. At this, Chalmondley became dignant and was appeased.
This was fortunate as he was indispensible to McGillicuddy. One
of the reasons for this was that McG. suffered from somnia, and
if not wakened in the morning was liable to sleep in, thus being
late for work, thus risking having his employment terminated,
thus preventing him from becoming digent. Chalmondley had a genious method of awakening his master which consisted of ringing
a cowbell in that imicable person’s ear until signs of consciousness
proved evident. Naturally this produced describable results. How
ever, once McGillicuddy became hevelled and climbed down from
the trinsic light fixtures, everything was all right and his domitable
spirits rose. That is, providing he was ebriated, for if he had been
imbibing the night before, morning brought its evitable result. But
this seldom happened as McGillicuddy was an extremely couth
chap ....
And so this piece of nonsense can go on and on. I suppose if I
were a mathematician I would say: on and on—to finity.
ALISON WOODMAN, VIB.
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Old Cjirls ^dissociation
Patrons: Mr. Shepherd, Mrs. Shepherd, Mrs. Way.
President: Mrs. D. McClelland.
Vice-Presidents: Mrs. G. Crawford, Miss G. Prowse.
Secretary: Miss R. Beal.
Assistant Secretary: Miss J. Higham.
Treasurer: Miss M. Gibson.
Younger Set
President: Miss R. Wilderspin.
Secretary: Miss G. Kiddie.
Treasurer: Miss M. Urquhart.
OLD GIRLS’ NOTES
Engagements
Beverley O’Connor to Stan Puls.
Jan Waddie to Graham Young.
Jessica Finn to Richard Hardwick.
Beth Cooper to David Clark.
Val Campbell to Dr. Formby.
Gail Smith to Ivor Llanwarne.
Marriages
Janice Rickett to Cambell Nalder.
Beverley Angell to Rodney Fullarton.
Jill Sainken to Les Eigelman.
Pat Graham to Brian Elder.
Roslyn Matthews to Robert Quin of the Royal Engineers. Now
living at Liverpool, N.S.W., where Robert is stationed.
Coralie Jones and Bertram Whelan. Sisters Barbara and Mar
garet were bridesmaids.
Jenny Osborne to John Hagon.
Dawn Nalder to Ivan Halbert.
Births
Glenys Archdeacon (Hughes)—a son.
Jenny Alderson (Peet)—a daughter.
Pat Dare (West)—a daughter.
Natalie Carol (Stone)—a daughter.
Sylvia Foulkes (Butcher)—a son.
Janice Raymond (Harris)—a daughter.
Deaths
Mary Campbell (Davy).
The following Old Girls are at the University—
Judith West—Physical Education.
Helen Don—Physical Education.
Valerie Grant Smith—Arts.
Mary Urquhart—Arts.
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Lei Souching—Arts.
Hilda Morcombe—Medicine.
Helen Telfer—Pharmacy.
Fay Sirl—Physiotherapy.
Margaret Jolly—Science.
Lyn Sullivan—Education.
Glenys Kiddie—Education.
Lefki Matthews—Arts.
Joanne Gordon—Arts.
The following are at Teachers’ Training College:—Judy Ker
shaw, Beth Stokes, Kay Patroni, Judith Walker, Wendy Wright,
Vivienne McCauley, Helen Beck, Maxine Barrett, Hazel Davey,
Susan Jarvis, Gwen Hastings, Shirley Gallahawk.
The following are training for the nursing profession:—Jan
Cherry, Margaret Cuthbertson, Sandra Chance, Heather Scanlon,
Helen Wakelam, Jan Smart, Judith Niven, Judith Parry, Wendy
Stephenson, Glenis Herbert, Jeannette Matthews.
Just Gossip
Maisie Clements (Burnell), who lives in Melbourne, had a brief
visit to her sister, Norah McPherson. Maisie is now a grandmother.
Irma Vincent left for a holiday in Melbourne in September.
Stella Roberts (Mitchell), who married and went to England
to live in 1939, has been on a visit to Australia this year. Whilst
here she looked up many of her old school friends. After touring
this State from Geraldton to Albany she left for the Eastern States
and the Great Barrier Reef before returning to England.
Mrs. Shepherd spent a day with Winifred Barclay, who has
been teaching in England for a number of years, Winifred had just
returned from Ireland where she had spent her long vacation.
Nancy Field (Davis), with her husband and two daughters,
arrived from the United States at the end of July and is spending
nine months with her parents.
A very enjoyable evening was spent in the new Recreational
Hall at school to bid farewell to Lorna Dickson prior to her de
parture overseas. Opportunity was also taken to wish Mr. and Mrs.
Shepherd a pleasant holiday overseas.
Molly Robbins (Gordon) has now settled in Western Australia.
Dallis Hillman (Mofflin) had a lovely trip to Japan this year.
Norma Bedells is touring Canada with her father.
Kath Leggoe went to England in April and is returning in
October.
On Saturday, August 13th, was the President’s "At Home’’ held
in the Gertrude Walton Library. Unfortunately the attendance was
not very large but Maria Dent gave a most enjoyable talk to those
present on Interior Decoration.
Lyn Simpson is at Royal Perth Hospital in the radiology
branch.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to Mrs. Landalls, an honor
ary life member, in her recent sad bereavement.
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^dissociation

In previous years the Association has been pleased to accept
gratefully the opportunity provided by the Editors of this Maga
zine to report its social events and indicate the manner in which
it has endeavoured to be of service to the school.
This year, however, all this has been overshadowed by the sud
den death of our President, Mr. Ron Moyle, and although the sun
continues to rise just the same, our little meetings and social gath
erings are still held, the Principal resumes his place in the school
and the tedium of the daily round is unchanged, those of us who
were privileged to know this genial man well will never enter the
school buildings or attend a school function without a sense of loss
and of bewilderment that God in His wisdom saw fit to call His
servant home so suddenly.
The Association extends its deepest and most sincere sympathy
to his family. The only consolation we can offer is an expression
of the hope that Time, the healer of all things, will deal kindly
with them and that Almighty God will bless them with under
standing.
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